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Phone 4 7 0

NUMBER FIFTY-ONE

RAT CAMPAIGN GOES OVER THE TOP
WITH $529; BAITING TO START MONDAY

Record Vote Expected In Tuesday Election
Entire Town And Suburbs Will Be Covered By As Local Political Leaders Predi
ct Victory
Experienced Crews; Public Urged To Co-Operate
UNDERWOOD SAYS CLEMENTS WILL WIN WIIII
50,000 MAJORITY; COUNTY MAY (AST 2500

The Fulton rat eradication campaign went over the top last weekTop Contenders in Tuesday's State Election
Keep Some Change Handy,
.end with $529.00 as the clean-up
squads from the Rotary club turn- The Meters Are
Here
ed in $131.50 through chairman ErnParking meters in Fulton will be
est Fall, Sr.
Both Parties Winding Up State Campaigns
This amount, plus $392.50 prev- a reality Monday, November 3 . . .
iously acknowledged and $5 since at least 78 of them will.
Conspicuous By Their Lack Of
acknowledged,
So
far,
76
of approximately 123
received and not
will pay for the bait and labor, meters that mere ordered have arInterest And Enthusiasm
which are not expected to go higher rived and will be installed in the
next
few
days.
The
balance
Earle
Clements,
will
C.
arMorganfield will be elected governor and the
$500.
than
entiee Democratic ticket swept into office by a minimum majority
The bait has already been or:tier- rive at a later elate, as soon as they
of
are manufactured.
.50,000 votes, accompanied by the possibility that the victory could
ed by Harry Barry, county Sanitary
asIn the meantime, the holes were
sume landslide proportions, in the opinion of Tom Underwood, Democratic
officer, who lumped the orders of
State Campaign Chairman, as well as local Democratic political leaders.
several communities together in or- drilled last Tuesday and the posts
installed and painted the following
Underwood in his prediction concerning next Tuesday's
der that each might save a little on
balloting
in
day
preparation.
roncedes
only one district--the Ninth-to the Republican party.
tbe cost, and on transportation.
The
Police
Chief
P.
Dalton
K.
has
apThird District,
which embraces
With the Fulton eradication propointed
Driskill,
Ray
patrolman
city
Louisville and Jefferson county he
Waterfield Affirms
gram scheduled to start about Nodeclares will be close and is not
vember 3rd, all residents are urged to the job of checking and .maintainthe
ingmeters
and
the
passing
out
Party
Support;
figured
distributors
in his prediction. He labels
to cooperate with the
little slips to overtime guests.
the district as a "standoff" between
of the bait as it is placed on their
Introduces
Clements
Police have also been instructed
the two parties.
premises. For the campaign to be
"I am supporting the nomeffective, every building must be to enfierce .traffic regulations on
Underwood's
prediction gives
sreet
Lake
prevention
including
the
inees of the Democratic party,
Clements and the Democratic ticket
baited, and that is what the governspeeding,
of
reckless
driving
and
majorities in the First District of
which includes Congressman
iment crews handling distribution
the making of prohibited "U" turns.
20,000; the Second District 20,01)0;
(Earle C.) Clements, the candiwill endeavor to do.
Eldon S. Dummit, Lexington, Rethe Third, even; the Fourth 6,000;
date for governor," Harry Lee
According to-the plan outlined by
Eirle C. Clements, Morganfield
the
Waterfield
publican
Fifth 4,000; the Sixth 10,000;
declared last night
candidate for Governor
Mr. Barry, and used in other corm
Democratic candidate for Governor
at a Hopkinsville political rally
the Seventh and Eighth ..Districts a
inanities by this experienced erew,
combind majority of 10,000.
at which he introduced Clemthe bait will be placed in every
ents.
He concedes the Ninth District to
single building and out-building on
the G.O.P. with the comment that
"I am glad that no late train,
all premises in Fulton, South Fulthe majority there may be reduced
nor other thing such as transeEvery
ton and suburbs, starting with the
organ in the body is
portation or Communication deto 20,000 votes due as he says "to
first group of houses on one side amenable to surgery
today,'
stated
the widespread disaffection in the
tail, has operated to prevent my
of town and going straight through Dr. Ward Bushart in his talk on
participation in this meeting,''
Republican Party there.'
town to the last house on the other the subject of
Betty Jo Hutson has been named
By Johnny Hyland
surgery to Rotarians
Waterfield
said.
"There
Meanwhile, in the first district
has
been
side.
editor-in-chief of the South Fulton
The Fulton Bulldogs eked out
Tuesday..
considerable
Democratic
speculation
The crews will not concern them- "However," continued
party leaders were stag,
o
f
high school paper, and the first is- their second, win in seven starts
Dr.
Bushart,
ing an all-out campaign to get the
wild and loose. talk, since I anselves with corporate limits, state "surgery
is a highly specialized sue was distributed over the past Friday night over the Martin Pannounced immediately following
vote out on Tuesday.
lines, or whether or not the resi- practice
thers by the score of 7-6. They showand much major surgeee weekend.
the primary election that I
Paul Durbin, local campaign chairdent has contributed. With the mon- is handled by
The school paper has been newly- ed most of their power in the first
specialists
on
the
man, predicts a record vote in the
would support the Democratic
ey raised, their job is only to do a particular
christened "The Scarlet Flash," aft- half when they scored their lone
or
organs
part
of
the
body
ticket.
It is, therefore, perhaps
Tuesday balloting, as does Chief of
thorough job of blanketing the where
the operation Is to be per- er school colors, and will be publish- touchdown; in the second half they
proper that I should be given
Police K. P. Dalton, who managed
town
ed every three weeks during the weakened.
formed."
the
opportunity
the
Earle Clements campaign here
to
be
cats,
present
harm
bait
The
dogs
will not
Dr. Bushart pointed out that with school year by the journalism club.
Throughout the first quarter the _jat these ceremonies to add physin the August primary.
or other pets, according to Mr. Bar- the development
The staff ineludes, besides editor- teams exchanged punts and neither
atomic
of
research
ical evidence to my previous
ry. It has been widely used in othQuestioned on the prospects of a
the medical field is at the threshold in-chief Hudson:
showed very little offensive powclear-cut
and
unequivocal
er communities and Is universally of a new era . . . "the
Democratic victory, as well as his
atomic
era,"
er.
Mary
L.
Duncan,
assistant
editor;
statements that I am supporting
aneepted for its purpose.
views
on a Constitutional convenand that many advances are apt to Maxine Stoker, news editor; Neva
In,the second quarter a pass from
the nominees of the party."'
'The Fulton rat eradication cam- be
tion, Bill Browning said that "withsoon.
made
Jones,
feature
editorne
loanne
Mann
Hutto
Forrest
set up Eaton's onwas instituted by the Adton
out a doubt" the Democrats would
News and has bean spottier- "The cancer problem is tod 's chens and Ann Hartigan, feature ey inuchdown, and Stone blasted ove
citrr
teyt the first dttr
stIct;dheiti
r
,
qted
,
titers; Bessie I3izzle, sports editor; er from the one-eard line. Bone
ed 'by the Rotary and Young IlkoR- biggest bugbear, and one qttt
TEAM
r. Curtis Cates, assistant sports edi- then kicked the game-winning COnness Mens' clube. Acknowledgathent persons die of cancer" stated
On t e sut
it
changing
tor; Jean Cashon, society editor; -version and Fulton led 7-0.
is made of the following contribu- Bushart.
constitution, Browning was most ernDr. Bushart traced the origin arid Veda Belle Ward, art editor; Ann
With three minutes to play in the
tions:
nhatic with a "yes." "I would like
Previously reported
$392.50 development of surgery and anes- Speight, photographic editor; Mary first half, the Pantheite showed
to see our constitution changed for
Browder Brothers
The Graves county judging team, one reason in- partieular," he
$5.00 thesia in a brief outline, and point- L. Cooley, Royce Bynum, Ann Rop- their first offensive power of the
coner
and
out
ed
that
Arvin
today
Taylor,
there
evening
still
and
exist
reporters;
drove
which
their
from
B. 'L. Austin
own
attended the All-American tinued. "I want my children to have
2.00
Paul
home
many
Hainby
treatments
and
Joanne
30
that
yard
were
line
Roach,
to
the
tyFulton
P. T. Jones & Son
Jersey
40-yard
Show
at
Columbus, O., last the best education possible, and to
5.00
B & B Supply Co
2.00 tised generations ago and long since pists; Bonnie Dedmon, advertising line. but time ran out on them be- week placed fourth in the nation get this, there must exist better
M. Livingston & Co
with 2,754 points out of a possible conditions and higher wages
5.00 outmocled by modern developments. manager; Nell .King, assistant ad- fore they could score.
The "clean-up' squad of the Ro- vertising manager; Raymond WilPepseCola Co
In the second half Paraham ran 3,300. Missouri placeci first, Michi- teachers. I don't want my Statefor
to
Fall and Fall (additionrd)
2.50 tary Club's rat erade:ation cam- son, business manager; Adelle Hen- back a Fulton punt sixty yards for gan was second and New York rank 47th or 48th in the Nation ...
nee reign announced the collection of derson, circulation manager; S. W. a touchdown. An end run failed to third.
Jones Gro. Co.
want it first,'
eme a final $131.50 to bring the total Douthitt, staff adviser.
Will Ed Warren, Hiekory, was
Ky. Hardware Co
produce the extra point and the
Billy Blackstone. chairman of the
5.00 colleeted up to $529.00 and surOfficers of the Journalisin Club Bulldogs lead 7-6. Thcre were no sixth high in the individual judgPteel Nailling Co.
are Betty Jo Hudson, president; Ar- other real scoring threats in the ing contest with 9,056 points out of Fulton county committee to change
5.00 pass the $500 goal.
Fulton Elec. Re Furn. Co
the Constitution, stated that the
A district-wide Rotary meeting eal Taylor. vice-president; and itne game. although Martin drove the nossible 1,100, and also placed fifth
Dr.'s Jones & Son
5.00
Democrats would carry the first dis510 was announced for Paducah, Noseeretary-treasurer.
Fulton Gin Co
Fulton line consistenly, being stop- in the nation in the showmanship trict by 2500
votes. Blackstoeg's
City Coal Co'. .
contest.
ped most of the time by fumbles.
5.00 vember 5, at which Senator Barkley
main rcason
Dr. R. V. Putream.............. ...... 2.50 will be the principal speaker. SevHis calf, Misty Lady Eldora, plac- Constitutionalfor campaigning for a
Lifter in the fourth period Stoney,
change is the schoot
Bushart Clinic
5.00 eiral local members will attend.
Finnan fullback was shaken up so ed elcventh in the junior exposition, issue. and he is confident that
twoWith time approaching for the anCardwell Bros
junior yearlings class.
4.00
badly he had to leave the game.
thirds of the people, of Kentucky
Smallman Tin Co
The Kentucky junior state herd, evil] vote
5.00 nual banquet given the high school
This weekend the Bulldogs are
"yes."
Coffee Shoo
2.50 football team by Rotarians, a camtraveling to Cadiz for an afternoon including calves from Graves, Fun
Blackstone stated furthur that
Exchange Fujin. Cee,
2.50 mittee of four was appointed by
game at 2 o'clock, and on the re- ton, Calloway and Anderson coun- Kentucky held one election with if
all
Vada Belle Ward, senior, and turn trip will stop
Fred Roberson
ties,
fourteenth
was
in
..
the
5.00 Presidnin Hogan to begin preparenation.
at Murray to
state„^ounty and city officials (in
R. C. Omar
Members of the Graves judging the same
1.00 tions. The committee includes Clyde Joan Smith, sophotnore, were re- see the Murray-Sturgis High game.
ballot,
he
believed
that
elected
cheerleaders at South FulKennett. Murray-dc Latta
team are WIll Ed Warren, Jersey the taxpayers
5.00 Williams, Jr., Theodore Kramer.
would save $250,000
tnn high school and Eddie Matlock
Neal Ward
Bagwell and Patricia Williamson. a year.
3.00 Cly-de Hill and Fred Sawyer.
was
chosen
Visitors
included
freshman
Wes Davis
Dr.
The Fulton ;county judging team
Williams,
cheerleader
3.00
R. L. Ellegood
is composed of Joe Bondurant, Bed1 00 Fulton, and Melvin Young, Madi- by secret ballot at a recent meeting
in the school gymnasium.
Reed Bros
dy Bellew and Cecil Burnette, with State Public Assistance
3.00 r:enville.
Nine students registered and tried
Gerland Merryman
Robert Sutton an alternate.
2.00
Shows Continued Increase
nut, first as one group and next in
Gio J. McDade
2.00
three groups of three. All led one
The division of Public assistance
Smokenouse
2.50
Tomotrow (Saturday) at 5 p.
of the Kentucky Department of
vell together and the three groups Senator Alben Barkley
McDade & McDade
5.00
will speak
ilternated
Welfare
James Warren
by drayving for numbers in Fulton on
showed its twelfth consecu5.00
tive increase in recipients in Sep'n lending two additional yells. cratic party. behalf of the DemoCce k &„ Gourley
2.00
Students
tember,
retu-ned
• lner's Studio s
to
aceording
their
to the monthy re2.00
home
The address will be made from
port, just issued.
atern Groc. Co
The Kentucky Chainber of Com- -nnTrIS tfl Vat^.
5.00
the YMBC board on Leke street,
Paul Durbin
tointheaprp
2.00 merce held its Fall quarterly board
er
ca
rt lotili
lse gereatand a large gathering is anticipated.
Bredy Flros
2.50 of directors meeting at Paducah ANYBODY NEED IT?
Mr. Barkley will be introduced by
from eastern Kentucky, and the inCarl Puckett
One lnillion fish can be unloaded Paul Durbin, Fulton county chair• 2.00 last night.
crease has been such that a personDotty Shop
Morning, luncheon and afternoon from a boat in less than two hours man of the Democratic committee. Addresses Lake
5.00
Street
nel shortage has run the applicaWestern Auto
2.50 business sessions were held at the by means of a new vacuum hose His party is expected to include
Owl Drug Co
Gathering
3.00 Paducah Country Club, followed by 'hat sucks up the fish and sends Ben Kilgore, Harry Lee Waterfield
Wed. Night tions awaiting investigation to
around 6000.
a dinner meeting at the Irvin Cobb them speeding to storage bins.
and -Adron Doran.
Promising better roads, better
The division of Public assistance
Total
$529.00 Hotel. Paducah Association of Comgovernment and ;a genuine interest includes
three branches: Program
merce members. headed by Presi- Ninety-Seven Students Make Carr
in
the
welfare
of
Institutes
Western
Kentucky,
I'LL LOOK MINE OVER!
for Old age assistance, Aid to dedent Richard E. Fairhurst, were
Clements
Earle
addressed
a
group
pendent children, and aid to the
The task of bank clerics should be, hosts to the state chamber and its First Honor Roll; SiX Lead With All "A- 's
of several hundred
Wednesday needy blind.
lightened with a new machine, just!guests.
Carr Institute announced yesternight on Lake street in Fulton.
GRADE
5
--Beverly
Burgess,
MarThe
patented, which will sort and cotmt
Kentucky C. of C. board mem- day that there are six all "A" stuMr. Clements decried the double- ients inreport shows that 310 recipFulton county are receiving
paper motley. Bills are fed into the, bers were asked to consider adop- dents in the sixth and eighth grades garet Lee Harrison, Joan McClana- talk and rash promises
of his op- old age assistance
han,
Leah
McMahon,
Miriam
Webb,
and ten have apmachine, emerge on shelves in $1,,Ition of a ten-point legislative agen- combined. Included in the all "A"
ponent, stating that a Democratic plications
Bobby
Boaz.
Frank
Cardwell,
Dacid
pending, and that the
$2, $5, $10 or $20 compartments.'da of submission to the General As- group are:
Clernents, Jimmy Edwards, Jere administration under his leadership average grant in the county
Values are transferred to totalizers. sembly in January, a stepped-up
is $18.13
GRADE 6--Beverly Cursey.
Pigue, Gaylon Varden, Sue Brock- would pledge itself to constructive as compared to the state
average
industrial development plan, and a
GRADE 8--Jo Ann Latta, Anne man, Jnyee Fortner, Eugene Hollo- gains for the State.
of $17.34. Sixty-eight dependent
Mrs. R. B. Willingham has re- research program that
includes eenton, Louise Han.eock, Patsy Mere way, Myra Jackson, Jonell
Mr.
Clements
was
introduced
by
Madding.
children cases
turned from a trip to St. Louis, Mo. state-wide studies of oil, natural -yman, Jane White.
Paul Durbin of Fulton and his ad- age of $32.93 are receiving an averand five have applicaGRADE 4-Molly Wiley, Tommy dress was broadcast overeWENK
gas, water, timber, coal and mineral
The balance of the honor roll stuat
tions pending. The state average for
Brady, Helen William, Billy Mack Union City.
resources, as well as a topographic lents are as follows:
dependent
children is $34.83. The
'napping project.
GRADE 8--Jane White, Patsy Morris, Shirley Ann Butler, Diane
Durbin, who is chairman of the aid to the needy blind includes
five
A comprehensive program of tour- Merryman. Marion Daws, Louise Bennett, Sue Forrest, Wanda Hol- Democratic committee of Fulton cases in
Fulton
county at an
land,
David Daniel.
ist trade develoment with particular 'ear:wrack, Julia Holder, Anne Lincounty, was master of "ceremonies grant of $21.20 as compared average
to
the
GRADE 3-Judith Goodwin, Pat- for the occasion, and prior to Clememphasis on improvements in pres- eal, Rosalyn Bennett, Nancy Breedstate September average of $18.40.
ent recreational area facilities and en Peggy Cummings, Jo Ann Lan sy Davis, Edwin Hamlett, George ents' talk introduced Adron Doran,
hi Graves county 647 Old Age
management, expanded highway
. Betty Meachann, Jack Voegeli, Burnette, Jimmy Oliver. Alfred Wing° school teacher, who in a Assistanee.
recipients average $17.30
(To the tune of "How-do-you-do construction. better hotel and resta- nhomas Earl White.
Bushart, Randell Bouldin, Jerry brief address stated that "the state
and there are 32 cases pending InMr. Joncs, how are you.")
urant feeilities and a long-range
GRADE 7-Caroline Allen, Nan- Copeland. Watt Sevier, Dan Weath- educational system will be safer in vestigation; 26
Now the Mannts and the MeClellans, tourist-promotion program
were a' Jo Brown, Hazel Bondurant, erspoon, Ella Doyle, Jane Fortner, the hands of the Democratic party cases receive andependent children
average of $32.81
they are proud,
outlined by Earl R. Muir, president. Thirley Easley, Donna Gale Gerling, Wanda June Sons.
.
during the next four years.''
and three are pending; seven needy
At the bundle that's been dropped
Paul Westpheling. Jr., publisher etawson, Htiddleston, Shirley HomGRADE 2-David Ruddle, James
In the Clements' party on the blind receive an average of ii8.57
from out the cloud,
of the News and recently-appointed e Donald Kimbrow. Edward Park- Earl Wallace, Kenneth Wether- platform were Representative Har- and three cases
are pending.
Thee're all harpy as-can be
ganizatIon, attended the dinner e. Shirley Rashid. Emma Lou Shell, spoon, Frankie Bonfield. Edwin Ma- vey Pewett, Senator Wagner, Smith
In Hickman county 498 old age
for the Dad that's overseer,
eanization, atttended the dinner merles Sevier, .Tohnny Thomason, theny, Margaret Sue Moore, Louise Broadbent, Jr., and Harry Lee Wat- assistance
recipients receive an
and they know that he can't meeting.
-inner Voyles. Mary Davis Weeks, Colline,.Melya Lee Gore, Hilma erfield.
average of $17.25 with 25 cases
wait to ioin the crowd.
June Hinkle, Bob White, Jr., Ma'Onmv Whitnell.
Prior tei the speechmaking. the pending; 27 child dependency cases
S000000n little Phoebe just laughThe War Assets Administretion
CRAM fe-Barbara Adams, Jane rion Blackstone, Judy Browning, Fultion high school band played a receive an average of
$34.81 andl,
ed and laughed 'cause she's happy hasdteposed of more than $4.000.Follis Bennett, Beverly Marilyn Glisson. Betty Lou Bra- group of numbers.
seven cases are pending; 11 needy-too about that fine lad born to Mr 000 worth of serplus sulfa drugs MTS.V. Patsy Ffolder, Nancy Shin shears, Anne Fall, Virginia Page.
blind
receive
an
average
of S2033
and Mrs. Hugh Mac McClellan at since the end of the war. About $2,- nee Donald Speight, Ann Voegell, (There Is no honor roll for the
James Rooney, is a patient at the and two cases are awaiting investlMcren.lel on Tue:elay.
First Grade the. first period.)
-e3,0re worth remains to be sold.
Tames Windsor.
I. C. hospital in Paducah.
gation.
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There is . . . nothing that .keeps the heart young like
sympathy, like giving oneself with enthusiasm to some
worthy thing or cause.—Anonymous.
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How Safely Do You Drive?
We started to write this editorial some time ago . . .
the day after a fellow sped through a stop sign and just
missed our car . . . but we forgot about it.
We started to write it again the day after another car
sped through the same intersection and turned another car
over, injuring several occupants . . . but that passed on, too
We started again the night we were coming home from
the show and just barely missed someone speeding around
the corner or an unlighted motor bike ... and again the night
an old jaloppy without adequate headlights came breezing

LEFTY
-

•

along a dim street loaded with someone's sons and daughters, all set tor a fatal crash if the "other guy.' wasn't looking
carefully as he approached the intersection.

•••••••
•ftrap11
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Tonight we observed three cars run a red light down
at Lake Street and State line just as though no light we”
there.
Someone is going to be killed or maimed for life of traffic in Fulton doesn't begin more careful observance of lights
and intersection markers.
Fulton is not large enough to afford squad cars for traffic violation tickets, so the cure must rest at the source . . .
except for vehicles that are improperly lighted and have no
right on a public street at night at all.
Rarely will you find a tourist passing through who
does not observe every light and sign carefully, because he
is taught at home that the sign is put there for a purpose.
By the same token these same Fulton drivers who are so
carefree at home will pay scrupulous heed to every light and
sign away from home. They know that if they don't, they will
be fined.
Actually, we shouldn't need to devote police to these
things in Fulton. Anytime a driver fails to stop at a thru intersection, or fails to heed a red stop light, he or she is merely
broadcasting to the onlooking public what a truly ignorant
and stupid person is at the wheel.
As for jaloppies and bicycles . . . nothing vvill be done
about that until someone is hurt, and then it will be too late.
The public has a right to demand that these vehicles be properly lighted or prohibited from night operation.
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KENTUCKY FAIR SHOWS ' thamtanaarearse.,.w?ih NitahettiiFeok;,d smtaoteodr
BANG—UP YEAR

Since a balanced system of farm.4ccurate
ing is to be the interest of both farm
WORKMANSHIP
owner and farm tenant; since current needs for food and feed demand
At Low Cost
ifficient operations; and since this
Watches Cloaks and Time
is the season when many rental
Pieces of All Kinds Accurateagreements are determined, land
ly Repaired at Low Cost by—
owners and tenants should give
greater attention to methods of
ANDREWS
rAating, say specialists of the U-T
Agricultural Extension Service.
JEWELRY COMPANY
There are .many variations in sy
;terns of renting land in Tennessee,
it is pointed out. Four principal
types, based upon the method of
Veterinary Service
payment and the division of risk be.ween tenant and owner, are:
Day or Night
Cash rental, under which tenant
assumes all risk of production and
Phone 807 R
prices.
Or Call 70
Standing rental, wherein tenant
aSSIIMCS all risk of production; ownc‘r shares risk of prices:
Dr. H. W. Connaughton
Crop share rental—owner and tenant share risk of production and
Graduate Veterinarian
prices.
Stock and crop-share rent, by
Located on Martin-Fulton
which owner and tenant share risks
Highway
of production, prices, and managemen:.
Regardless of what general type .
of rental agreement is used, the development of a satisfactory farming
system can be aided by a clear understanding of responsibilities. Both '
APPLES FOR SALE
farm owner and renter can get help
on such agreements from Extension
NO. 1 APPLES
$2.00 Bu.
Publication 254, "Some Successful
Systems of Renting," and the Ten- NO. 2 APPLES
$1.00 Bu.
nessee Flexible Farm Lease, both of I
which may be obtained from county
agents.
Blue Wing Orchards

A Navy amphibious training base'
Beecher O. Finch, Prop.
in North Carolina has been sold to ,
/
1
4
mile
South Mt. Moriah Church
the
State University there at a!
Company was renewed at $1_,500
month, permitting the use of the nominal consideration by the War !
Merchants
and
Manufacturers Assets Administration.
building for the 10 months that the
After the smoke has cleared away Fair board
does not use the buildand the State Fair Board summariz- ing. The
board approved leasing the
ed the activities of the 1947 Ken- poultry
building and two cattle
tucky State Fair, the records show: barns to
that the attendance exceeded 350.- Company International Harvester
for storage purposes. The
000, more than $60,000 was cleared, .poultry
more than 1,700 head of livestock monthly,building was leased for $800
and each barn for $75.00
shown, the largest farm machinery monthly.
The Fair board hopes evdisplay in the Central Midwest this entually
to realize as much as $50,year, 43 county exhibits, all space 000 a year
from
sold in the M. & M. Building and ed to outside Fair property rent408 Eddings Street
Fulton, Ky.
sources during the
a completely inside rebuilding of off-season
months.
the horse show pavilion.
John Wherley, assistant manager
For Ambulance Service
The board voted to pay off $278,- said trotting
races would be held at !
000 worth of outstanding bonds, the 1948
Fair
some of them not due until 1965, 7,,ears. adding for the first time in
Day or Night
this dectsion had been
using operating revenue and funds made following
this
year's
Fair.
!
paid be Tube Turns, InC., for rental
PHONE 88
of Fair grounds and buildings durA tool shed offers three kinds of
ing the war. Fair board president,
James Rash, who has attended the Protection: the equipment against
WINFRED WHITNEL
Fair for the past 40 years, stated weather; the farmer against loss;
ANN
W. HORNBEAK Owners
that this is the first time in many and the community against unsightI years that the Kentucky State Fair linessI is debt free.
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PRACTICAL GRAIN SAVING IDEAS
.1•111111MOIMMIMI.-
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Whitnel-Hornbeak
Funeral Home

AN OPEN LETTER
TO ALL HOUSEWIVES

1=1•11111,

HOGS—Feeding a good supplement can save, about 6 or 61 2 bu. of corn for every 100 lb. of
p,ork. Fifty pounds of good supplement and 512 bu. of corn can do the job of about 12 bu. of corn
straight.

Dear Madam:---Can you afford these increased
costs in feeding your husband and children?

PRICES:

Worming pigs at 12 weeks of age can save two bushels of corn.
Market hogs at lighter weights-200 to 225 lb. Every reduction of one pound in the average
weight of all hogs marketed in the U. S. saves 7 million bushels of grain.

1942

1941

Chuck Roast - - - lb. 25c
Veal Roast - - - lb. 20c
Weiners - - - - lb. 23c
Hamburger - - - lb. 19c
Eggs
doz. 33c
Bacon
lb. 29c
Pure Lard
lb. 14c
24 lbs. Flour
- - 84c
Milk
qt. 14c

Keep hogs on pasture as long as possible, check feeder adjustment to avoid wastage, have
plenty of clean water, and protect against losses or feed wastage caused by disease and parasites.
DAIRY CATTLE—Feed cows according to production—weigh milk and feed accordingly.
Cull dairy herds carefully and intelligently. Sale of krx-producing and defective cows will
conserve grain and increase meat supply.
Feed dry cows properly for increased production at lower cost at next lactation.

lb. 51c
lb. 49c
lb. 51c
lb. 53c
doz. 72c
lb. 79c
lb. 33c
- $2.11
qt. 21c

Conserve milk by feeding calves on a dry feed.

TOTAL COST ... $2.61

BEEF CATTLE—Get beef cattle that are ready out of the feedlots into market not only to
conserve grain but to increase the total food supply.

$6.20

Vote for Clements for Governor
November 4tb and You Vote
tor Better Government

And this is on/y food!

Feed fattening cattle a balanced supplement to make more pounds of gain per bushel of corn.
LAYERS—Cull flocks carefully and continuously. Sell all nonlayers and, unless producing
hatching eggs, sell all cockerels.

Can you afford to vote for Dtimmit for Governor whose party . . .

Feed the best ration available to high produ'ers and get the most feed into the layers. This
will conserve grain through getting the most eggs per pound of feed. Extension Service figures
from many states show an average of about 9 lb. of feed to produce a dozen eggs. On a properly
balanced feed and a good program it takes only about 6 lb. of feed per dozen eggs.

Destroyed Price Controls and
promised you in July, 1946, that
prices would come down "in a few
months."

Keep flocks healthy and reduce mortality through a careful sanitation program.
Avoid feed wastage by using efficient feeders. by not overfilling hoppers but filling more often.
BROILERS AND TURKEYS—Feeding a good broiler ration can result In a saving of /
1 2 to 1 lb.
of feed per pound of broiler meat. Properly balan-ed rations and a good program will produce a 3
lb. broiler in 11 weeks on 10 lb of feed.

Weakened rent controls and
made it easy for landlords to get increases.
Said that the way to decrease
prices was to "eat less" (Taft).
Failed to do anything about the
housing shortage.

This is the program endorsed by Eldon Dummit,
the Republican candidate for Governor

Market broilers at lighter weights-3 lb. or or less—when it can be done ecomically, since
early gains require the least feed per pound.

Have You "Had Enough"?

Buy good broiler chicks in order to convert feed to meat more efficiently.
Market turkeys when ready—or as soon as they reach top quality.

VOTE FOR CLEMENTS

KILL RATS—One rat can eat 50 lbs. of corn and %aste 50 to 100 more. With an
estimated 100
million rats in the U. S., a concerted rat riddancecampaign would save minims of bushels of
badly
needed corn and other grains.

FOR GOVERNOR

Browder Milling Co., Inc.
4

.
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And The Entire Democratic Ticket
•

IN THE NOV2MBER 4th STATE ELECTION
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Friday, October 31, 1947
Neighbors Gather For
Fish Fry Friday Night

THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS FULTON KENTUCKY
Mr. and Mrs. Abe Thompson and
children, John M. and Gertrude of Reed Bros. Announce
Paducah spent Sunday with his Poultry Feeder
Deal
parents, Mr. and Mrs. John ThompMrs. Ward Bushart honored her son and Mrs. Ida Pegram, west of
Something new in poultry feedlittle daughter, Lynn, on her fourth town.
ing equipment can be seen on disbirthday Thursday afternoon, Ocplav in the store of Reed Bros. It is
tober 23 with a party at their home
Rev. and Mrs. E. NI. Oakes left a fine, big, 5-foot Aluminum Flock
on Third street.
Monday fur Harrisburg, Ill., where Feeder which can be obtained in a
Games and contests were enjoyed they will make their home. Rev. special deal with Corno Laying
during the afternoon. Patsy Fall Oakes will be pastor of the Chris- Mash.
This feeder, wh!,ch ordinarily reand Wayne Anderson won the priz- tian ,church there.
tails for $5.50, can be obtained
es in pinning the tail on the donkey.
free
with twenty coupons fram 100
Mr. and Mrs. Foad Homra are atIce cream and cake was served
to the following guests: Nancy and tending the Illinois-Michigan foot- pounds bags of Corno Laying mash.
Jim Bushart, Patsy Fall, Duncan ball game in Champagne, Ill. They The aluminum construction of this
Bushart, Micheal Calliham, Wayne will meet Mr. Homra's sister, Mrs. feeder makes it an easy-to-handle
Anderson, Katie Brown and Susan John Rashid and Mr. Rashid there. and long-lasting piece of equipment.
Modern, sanitary feeding equipBushart. Halloween favors were givMrs. R. C. Joynef -is visiting her ment like this goes a long way in
en to each little guest.
helping
poultrymen get profitable
Those who sent gifts but didn't mother, Mrs. W. S. Hamilton in egg
production, and Reed Bros. inattend were Carey Williamson, Eu- Birmingham, Ala.
vites all their friends -interested in
genia Harris and Betty McDade.
Miss Joan McCollum, a student feeding for eggs this Fall to come
of Bethel College in Hopkinsville, in and see this feeder on display.
Ky., spent the week end with her And they suggest, too, it would be
mother, Mrs. C. C. McCollum on best to play safe and r.eserve a feeder now.
Walnut street.

Lynn Bushart Feted
On F o urth B irthday

The neighbors of Oak street gathered Friday night for a fish fry on
the lawns of the homes of Garland
Merryman and John D. McKinney.
Those attending were J. C. Covington, the Rev. and Mrs. Thomas
Smithmier and three children,
Clarence, Martha and Thomas Jr.,
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Brown, Mr. and
Mrs. D. L. Ferguson and daughter,
Audrey and grandson, Barry Henderson, A. J. Batts, Mr. and Mrs.
Edward Benedict and son, Allen,
Mr. and Mrs. William Johnston and
daughter, Donna, Mrs. Rowland,
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Bushart and
daughter, Linda, Mr. and Mrs.
George Baker, Mr. and Mrs. Will
Baucom and daughter, Betty Jo,
Mr. and Mrs. George Smith, Mrs.
Cora Linton, Mr. and Mrs. Wren
Coulter, Mr. and Mrs. Garland Merryman and son, Phillip, Mr. and
Mrs. John D. McKinney and daughter, June and Joan, Mr. and Mrs.
Charlie Stallins, Mr. and Mrs. J. M.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Ballenger, Mr. Three Nominated For
McClindon and daughter, Dotty and
Mrs. G. W. Dimmitt has returned and Mrs. Vincent Furst and chilMr. and Mrs. Frank Barber.
dren
of Carbondale,.I11., and Mrs. U. K. Professor Of Year
from a visit to her daughter in
Robert Witty of Jackson, Tenn.,
Denver, Colo.
Three outstanding professors in
were week end guests of their par- the University
Daughtery's Honored
of Kentucky College
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Bushart and ents, Mr. and Mrs. B. J. Williams of Arts and Sciences have been
With Kitchen Shower
children spent Sunday afternoon in In Fair Heights.
nominated by secret vote of the
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Daughtery were Paducah.
college' faculty for the 1947-48 title
Henry Locke, a student of Uni- "Distinguish6d Professor
honored Thursday night with a
of the
Wilburn Hollaway, Paul Boyd, versity of Kentucky,'-Lexington, Year,' an honor voted annually to
kitchen shower at the home of Mrs.
Ellis Beggs on Cedar street with Happy Edwards, Ronald Jones
of spent the week end with his par- a professor in the college in recogniPaducah and Mr. and Mrs..Howard ents, Mr. and Mrs. W. O. Locke on tion a "outstanding accomplishMrs. W. R. McKenzie co-hostess.
Walnut street.
ment." They are: Dr. Louis A. ParMr. and Mrs. Daughtery's home Jones of Murray attended the Ole,
due, atomic research authority on
was destroyed by fire two weeks Miss-Arkansas football game in
Mrs.
Harry
Plott
of
Duquion
Memphis,
Saturday.
the
Ill.
physics staff; Dr. Lyle R. Dawago.
was the week end guest of her fath- son, head of the chemistry departGames and contests were enjoyed
er, T. M. Exum and other relatives. ment; and Dr. William S. Webb,
Jackson
Mr.
Mrs.
F.
and
have
C.
during the evening. Mrs. Dan Jones
head of the departments fo physics
and Mrs. Mildred Ridd were prize returned to their home in Nashville
after a visit to Mr. and Mrs. Thomand anthropology.
winners.
Class
Study
Now
Part
as Exum and other relatives.
The hostess served sandwiches,
WARREN WOMAN FINDS
Of VA ,Farm Training
cookies and coca-colas to Mesdames
CHICKENS PROFITABLE
Billy Murphy, Danny Baird, HuntJohn Morris, Mildred Ridd, Clyde er Whitesell and Jack Browder,
World War II veterans entering
Mrs. George C. Wheatcroft of
Omar, W. O. Locke. Carroll Peter- students at Vanderbilt University, any type of farm training under the Woodburn, Warren county, has just
son, Claude Williams, Georgia Bell, Nashville, spent the week end with G. I. Bill now are enrolled in train- housed 223 pullets which cost her
Max McKnight. Edward Neeley, their parents. Sonny Tyler ac- ing coorses Which cambine class- an average of 66 cents each, accordDan Jones, E. E. Tosh, Miss Sue companied them hoine and was a room instruction with practical ing to records given to County
Bell, Miss Bess Morris and Mrs. guest in the Broo'der and Baird ' farming Veterans Administration Agent Ray Hopper. For the laying
Hall.
Branch Office officials in Colum- year which ended Oct. 1, and for
home.
bus, O., said today.
Those sending gifts but unable to
the 1945-46 season, she made more
attend were: Mesdames J. C. HarKnown as institutional on-farm than $300 each year from small
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Pickering of
rison, C. P. Watts, Howard Ridge- 'Memphis, and their daughter, Mrs. training, the course will be as long flocks.
way Hunter Whitesell, George Car- J. E. Moore and little son, Johnny as necessary to meet the particular • For the laying year of Oct. 1,
ter, W. D. Phillips, Monk Luther, of Nashville were week end guests needs of the individual veteran up 1946, to Oct. 1, 1947, she made a
Claude Linton, John McCree, Glenna of the former's mother, Mrs. R. E. to a maximum of the veterans eligi- net profit of $348.80 from a flock
WiMains, JaMeS Fortner, J. L. Hag- Pickering and Mrs. Elizabeth Os- bility. The two year limitation that average 101 pullets through
an, Nona Ferguson, Mott Jones, good.
which previously pertained to on- the laying season. The previous
farm training no longer is effective, year, 1945-46, she made $307.36 from
Nettie Yandell, the K. and T. Salon,a flack of 154 pullets.
Miss Carolyn Duley of Memphis VA. said.
Miss Bessie Arnold, Mrs. H. A.
spent the week end with her parCoulter, Mrs. Jack Jones and Mrs. ents. Mr. and Mrs. Guy Duley on
Eva Gafford.
Pearl street.
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Advertising Pays in The News—farm & home paper.
_

LiQuORS

IN I NEs

MAKE SNUG THE HOUSE
STOCK UP ON FUEL
SNOW AND COLD
ERE LONG WILL RULE

7own Topics

•

VIE

PAUL HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME

674

Safe Ambulance Service

GUARANTIED PERFECT

DIAMOND,
RINGS

Carr and Third Streets, Fulton, Ky.
PHONE No. 1

1-Doubly guaranteed in
writing to be perfect.
2-Individually registered
in the owner's name.
3-Fully insured against
theft, fire and loss.
4-One uniform national
price on sealed-on tag.
su, them at yovr

IS" YOUR

WALTER VOELPEL, Licensed Funeral Director and Embalmer

RADIO SICK?

MRS. YATES, Lady Assistant

GIVE KENTUCKY A CHANCE... '

VOTE

yEs

Whcn your radio is sick the
first need is an honest diagnosis.
After that, a complete cure. We
have the equipment to du botn-promptly, effectively and economically. Call 401.

AUTHORIZED
'Xoyarly)
DEALER S

CITY
Electric Co. , WARREN'S
205 Commercial Ave.
JEWELRY STORE
224 Lake St.

re
Saves Me
Both Time
and m ey

LOOK FOR THIS QUESTION ON YOUR BALLOT

"Are you in favor of the calling of a YES
convention for the purpose of revising
or amending the present Constitution
of Kentucky, and such amendments as
may haveten made to the same?" NO

BE SURE TO VOTE ON ELECTION DM
GIVE KENTUCKY A CHANCE

VOTE"y
BOTH

01

P
wAERTY CANDIDATES FOR GOVERNOR AGREE
NEED A CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION.

This advertisement is contributed by a group of
public spirited citizens votio believe our, present
State Constitution retards Kentucky's development.

itteAllt*

pORPORATION

OVER WARREN JEWELRY CO.
222 LAKE ST., FULTON
R. A. ARMSTRONG, Mgr.
Phone 1253

SMALLMAN
TIN SHOP

New Line Automatic Duo-Therm Oil Furnace
Gutter aid Downspouts Repaired or
Replaced
Phone 502

Olive Street

Fulton, Ky.

Regular Care Saves Wear
Your car is still a valuable property---take care
of it! NOW is the time to change over to winter
grease and oils. We will advise you right and
gixe you prompt, friendly service.
Phone 9193 for Pick-up and Delivery Service.
We handle GOOD GULF PRODUCTS
Your Patronage is Always Appreciated

POISGROVE

DON'T MISS THESE PROGRAMS
SIMEON S. WILLIS
and
MRS. GEORGE JOPLIN

O.
▪

ntu.al L 1110

SERVICE
STATION

Mayfield Highway, Near Ford Garage, Fulton

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 3Ist
8:00 p. m., Central Standard Time
GrOVERNOR

1

• BETTER LOCAL SCHOOLS
• MORE KENTUCKY INDUSTRIES

Don't wait for cold weather to get ready
for winter Get your fuel, clothes and cotter
winter needs now If you can't spare the
cash . . . phone or come in. We'll gladly
loan you money for that . . . or anything
else that will help you. You'll like our
prompt, confidential service. •'

Your Loyalty Dealer in Fulton:

FOR A
CONSTITUTIONAL
CONVENTION

IF YOU WANT - • BETTER STATE GOVERNMENT

eleletnnWIEMPPIPRPTII

Rooting of All Kind

NEW

PAUL HORNBEAK, Licensed Funeral Director and Embalmer

IME

Will speak in behalf of the candidacy of

STATION

WHAS
AND OTHER
KENTUCKY
RADIO
STATIONS

''Ive made the most wonderful discovery—a laun-

ELDON S. DUMMIT

dry that not only gives me Monday for my own

FOR GOVERNOR OF KENTUCKY

use, but saves

money, too!

With

PARISIAN's

good service, all I have to do is empty the hamper

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 3rd

STATION

once a week—and my laundry comes back, spic and

8:00 p. m., Eastern Standard Time

span. I'm actually saving by letting PARISIAN do

ELDON S.DUMMITS

WKRC

,my laundry work f9r me!"

PARISIAN
Laundry & Cleaners

Closing Campaign Address
Will Be Brought To You Direct
From the Public Library Auditorium
In Covington, Kentucky.

Cincinnati,
WHAS, Louisville
and other
Kentucky Radio
Stations

VOTE REPUBLICAN NOV. 4
POLITICAL ADV.—Republican State Central Committee
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THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS, FULTON, KENTUCKY
Mrs. L. O. Bradford and little
granddaughter, Eugenia, have returned from a visit to Mrs. Innis
Dobbins and Dick Harris in Louisville.

The \Woman's Page
ELIZABETH WITTY, Editor,

Clifton Linton Feted
On Birthday Tuesday

PHONE 926

Mrs. Clifton Linton honored her
husband,- Clifton Linton on his birthday Tuesday night with a weiner
roast at their home on Cedar street.
The weiner roast was held on the
back lawn of their home. Yellow
lights lighted the lawn giving the
scene a festive air and carrying out
the Halloween motif. Weiners and
other good things to gat were enjoyed by the guests.
Mr. Linton received many nice
gifts.
Guests attending were Mr. and
Mrs. Wren Coulter, Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas Exum and children, Milton
Owen and Tommy and their guests,
Mrs. Milton Carlson and daughter,
Linda of Central City, Ky.; Mrs.
L. B. Newton, and Miss Dorothy
Newton. Mrs. W. L. Joyner, T. M.
Exum, Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Clifton
and guests, Henry Jakobe of Bonne
Terre, Mo.; Rev. and Mrs. W. E.
Mischke and children. Walter and
Ellen, Escoe Choate, Rev. and Mrs.
W. R. Reid, Otha Webb and Ann
Linton.

Mrs. Elizabeth Snow was the
gracious hostess nesday to a bridge
luncheon complimenting the' members of her club and guests at her
home on Carr street.
Arrangements, of colorful Fall
flowers added beauty to the rooms.
A delectable three course luncheon
was served at card tables centered
with bud vases with a rose.
Following the luncheon progressions of bridge were enjoyed during the afternoon. Mrs. Bob White
received high club prize and Mrs.
Tam Williams high guest prize.
They were given linens. Mrs. Leon
Browder was given consolation
prize which was a handkerchief.
Guests playing were Mesdames
Tom Williams, W. E. Ezzell, Horace
Owens, all of Padu,cah and Mrs.
J. C. Scruggs.
Members playing were Mcsdames
J. H. Maddox, Lewis Weaks, Harry
Murphy, Bob White, George Doyle,
Claude Freeman, Leon Browder and
Winfrey Shepherd.

First Christian Church
Gives Pot Luck Supper

Mrs. F. Wiggens Has
Bridge Club Tuesday
Mrs. Frank Wiggens entertained
the Tuesday night bridge club at
her home on Maple avenue.
Two tables of regular members
enjoyed the evening of contract.
At the close of the games, Mrs.
John Daniels was high scorer.
The hostess served a party plate
to the following members: Mesdames Daniels, Grady
Varden,
Charles Face, Paul Boyd, H. H. Bugg,
Robert Burrow, Lester Newton and
Miss Martha Taylor.

Mrs. McDade Hostess To
Tuesday Luncheon Club

Mr. and Mrs. Pete Boatright and
baby, Micheal Lee, Mrs. S. L. Pewitt
and William R. Green all of Dyersburg have returned home a visit
to Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Boaz on Cedar
street.

Mrs. E. E. Redderson has returned
Mrs. Milton Carlson and daughter,
to her home in Chicago after a
visit to her sister, Mrs. J. 1). Davis Linda of Central City, are the guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Milton Exum on
and Mr. Davis on Eddings.
Second street.
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Johnson at- Mrs. Lela Stubblefield has retended the Paducah-Jackson football
game in
Jackson,Tenn., Friday turned ,from a visit in Dyersburg.
night.

Mrs. Snow Entertains
With Bridge Luncheon

The Guild of the First Christian
church had a pot luck supper Wednesday evening in the parlor of the
church with Mrs. N. L. Da.me, Mrs.
Harry Bushart and Miss Elizabeth
Witty as hostesses.
The room was attractive with
bouquets of vivid Fall flowers.
A delicious supper was served
buffet style with the guests seated
at a long table covered with a
black and yellow .cloth centered
with low yellow bowls of yellow
chrysanthemums and zinnias with
places marked by cards carrying out
the Halloween motif. Three new
members were welcomed,
Mrs.
Moore Joyner, Mrs. John Hunter
and Mrs. Wallace Asby.

Friday, October 31, 1947

HELLO WORLD
Mrs. W. O. Jones has returned to
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Ferguson
hcr home in Chicago after a short , nounce the birth of nine pound anvisit with her mother, Mrs. Eliza- I eight ounces baby girl, Sandra and
Fay,
beth Shankle at her home on Ed- born October 27, at Haws
Memorial
dings street.
hospital.
Mrs. Sarah McAlister -is visiting
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Mac McClellan
her son, Leon and family in Nash- are the parents of an eight pound
ville.
and 10 ounce son, John Scott, born
Tuesday, October 28 at Haws MemMrs. Gid Willingham and mother, orial hospital.
Mrs. E. J. Parsons have returned to
the ir home in Chicago after a visit
Grain saving feeding practices
with relatives and friends.
have a tv.ai-sided appeal: they help
the farmer, and help him to help
Mrs. Winfrey Shepherd and Mrs. others.
ClarI.ce Thorpe have returned from
Twenty million home gardens in
St. Louis, where they attended '48 would be a goal easily reached
market.
if everybody who needs one Planted
it.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Naifeh and
Pass on to the consumer the
little son, Micheal John, of Detroit quality that comes in the egg shoukl
tare visiting her parents, Mr. and be the "goal and rule" of every egg
I Mrs. John Noffel on Walnut street. marketer.
Feeding cows, hens, etc., according
Mrs. Laura Browder has returned to their ability to produce is one of
fram a visit with her niece, Mrs. the most economical forms of "piece
J. E.. Koon and family in Memphis. work."

. .. are depicted here by tongue-in-cheek designers of the Traphagen
School. of Fashion in New York who reject the idea that the "average"
woman will look well in the styles decreed by Paris for 1948. Ethel
Traphagen, advocate of American fashions for American women, says,
.There is WO such thing as an average woman, particularly when it
comes to selecting her wardrobe. Women are by some authorities said
to dress to please men. Why then adopt creations that are so distasteful to the masculine eye? Current French fashions may suit European
women who do not have the fine figures which dist:nguish our American girls and their mothers. Long skirts, padded hips and bustles just
don't fit into the American picture of feminine beauty." When on all
sides we are requested to avoid waste, and men are still allowed but
one pair oi trousers with a suit, why let the French exploit us with
hideous fashions they have frantically concocted from discarded styles
of 1931 in order to.force our public to buy things they do not want but
feel they must have in attempting to live up to the Joneses?

Loraine Johns Honored
With Birthday Dinner
Miss Loraine Johns was honored
Sunday with a birthday dinner given by her parents at their hame in
Beelerton.
A delicious dinner was served to
the following guests, Mr. and Mrs.
Norvelle Johns and sons, Jerry and
Butch, Mangus Batts and daughter,
June.

7own Topics

Mrs. Maxwell McDade was hostess to the Tuesday Luncheon Club
Mrs. Charles Murphy of Mem- A delectable luncheon was served
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Grissom and
phis is the guest of her parents, Mr. at the Coffee Shop frim a prettlY
Vanford Smily returned home
appointed table centered with a
and Mrs. Guy Tucker.
from Memphis Tuesday after atbowl of red roses.
Following the luncheon the club tending the funeral of their uncle,
AMMENI1=1110116. went
to Mrs. McDade's home where Leslie B. Morrison Tuesday aftergames of contract were enjoyed. noon.
MATERNITY
Mrs. Glenn Dunn won high score
Mrs. Clanton Meacham has reDRESSES
prize. During the games the hostturned from a week end visit to her
ess served caca-colas.
slips — Gowns
daughter, Mrs. John F. Kizer and
Nursing Brassieres
Members playing were Mesdames.,I family in Milan, Tenn.
Harry Bushart, Charles Robert BenDOTTY SHOP
nett, Ernest Fall, Jr., Glenn Dunn,
Mr. and Mrs. Clegett Martin of
Ward Bushart, Jack Edvards, Joe Martin, visited Mrs. W. W. Monis
Hall and William McDade.
Monday.

"Dresses Are Goin4 Down"
"Hem Marks Are SHOWING UP"

O.K. guarantees to
Remove That Rem Mark
me 1:M

Call O. K. Today
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Friday and Saturday

SPECI ALS
'AM

SYRUP PAILS

5 lbs.
10 lbs.

COFFEE BLISS

lb.

POTATOES

$ 7.95
$10.50

Swifts

CLEANSER
Gerber's

49c

10 lbs.

14 oz.
10c

49c

3 for

BABY FOOD

25c

Pride of Milroy

each

CORN CAN

11c

$2.59 Doz.

PINEAPPLE
LARD

No. 2 can

Hog Stand

39c

50 lbs.

PORK CHOPS

lb.

BEEF STEAK

lb.

11c

GRAPES

Flavor Kist
2 lb. box

PUMPKIN

69c

n3.
STEW BEEF
39c
PORK SAUSAGE lb. 69c
2 lb. box
(NEESE
$1.09

CRACKERS

No. 21, can

LETTUCE

43c

Only in Chevrolet trticks
will you find all these
ADVANCE-DESIGN FEATURES!
UNIWELD ALLSTEEL CAB CONSTRUCTION.

BIGGER SEATS,
fully adjustable to
the driver's height!

head

13c

lb.

15c

TURNIPS

2 lbs.

15c

CABBAGE

2 lbs.

15c

BROWDER MEAL

FLEXI-MOUNTED
CAB is cushioned
against road shocks,
torsion, vibration!

INCREASED LOAD
SPACE in panels arKI
pick-ups.

Streamlined in body,
cab, fenders and
with ADVANCE
DESIGN!

Worlrf's most economical engine for
its sire is Chevrolet's
famous VALVE-IN
HEAD.TRUCK
ENGINE!

CAB THAT
"BREATHES"!
Fresh air (heated in
cold weather) is
drawn in, and used
air is forced outl

OK WASH POWDER 3 boxes 33c
'YELLOW ONIONS

NEW WINDSHIELD
and WINDONS
increase glass area
22%.

29c

Sugar Loaf

67c

Sanitonz
Cizaners

$5.10 case
2 cans

TOMATOES

$15.75

O. K. Laundry

2 lbs

/CHEVROLET /

15c

5 lbs. 37c
10 lbs. 71c

New FFtAMES carry
greater loads for a
longer tiros! LONGER
WHEELBASES give
better load distribution!

New cab has 12
inches MORE FOOT
ROOM-8 inches
MORE SEATING
SPACE!

Chevrolet truck
BRAKES are exclusively, designed for
Greek, brake-lining
contact.

Here they are—the modem trucks—the first with
ADVANCE'
DESIGN! Truck users agree they're miles beyond all
others
for outright value! Be sure to see the cab that
"breathes"—
that "inhales" fresh air and "exhales'. used air.*
And try
counting all the remarkable new features and innovations
in these newest-of-all trucks. See them at our
showroom!
h•wina ..mikomg
optional at extra cowl

CHEVROLET TRUCKS

with the Cab
that "Breathes"

FOR TRANSPORTATION UNLIMITED

LATTA

204 Conunere;al Ave.
Phone 28

101189•••10.88•41.014+8141+4+•••••./e4.11.41881418.11.48.414+411.114,-

Fulton

.0184.1144,411.•9114

1411•4444,•••••••••4

CITY MOTOR CO.
LAKE STREET

FULTON, KY:
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!MORE MONEY FOR
RURAL ROADS IS
URGED -FOR FARMS

"Such farmers are forced to unMrs. Ruby Neisler
dergo_ the practice of diversified
farming
so mesessary for a profitSuch a. wonderful beautiful
world
able operation. Such necessities as
with all the flowers blooming
as
daily papers, market reports, cenit seems they have never
tral station electric serviae \and
before. And it was into thisbloomed
telephones become rare, expensiye
• ful world that Master R. Paulbeautiluxuries to a few, but are unobtainWest-;
pheling III, came. All was bustle
and
able by most. Children living on
I
hurry in the hospital when a
"We
favor
baby's
these
a
balanced
farms are deprived of equal Higher
i
road provoice was heard and lo, little
Salaries Urgent
Paul lltam f°1' Kentucky," says a state- even reasonable educational ophad arrived. How happy his
ment issued
must have been when she mother Cummittee today by the Executive portunities, because school buses For State's School Staff
of the Kentucky Farm cannot be operated over such roads.
looked
„
into the face of her first born
Bureau Federation.
Unless higher salaries can be
"The alleviation of these deplorwhich we knew is the most son
paid to keep and to attract the kind
wonThe
statement
able
condition
went
s
is
on
a
public
to
say
responsi- of faculty
derful and the most beautiful
baby that ''It is the expressed opinion of bility. Statistics prove that in an ovmembers we need, the
in the vthole wide world.
And I, those who have studied Kenterky's erwhelming majority of cases traf- University of Kentucky one of these
as your humble correspondent,
days
will
find
wel- road problems that about 25 pe;
itself staffed with old
increases materially over roads
rome you, Paul. To your fond par. cent
of our total road revenue when lheY are stepped up fram a men and boys," President H.
ents "congradulations."
should be expended on rural roads.' low to a reasonable grade and sur- Donovan told
the
University s
Mrs. J. L. Grooms had as her
The detailed statement follows: face standard, th.us helping to ma.ke Board of Trustees.
dinner guests last Friday evening
Since February, ,1942, when the
"Agriculture, the most important them self-sustaining .th.rough ,.mMr. and Mrs. Charlie Williams and
inductry in Kentuck
is eriousl creased revenue. This is in addition state Court of Appeals ruled that
her mother, Mrs. Ida Craig.
handicapped by the lack of all- to increasing the income from, and no U.K. employee could be paid
Horrace Lynch of Harris was
weather farm-to-market roads. Less value of the farms, also. the stand- more than $5000 a year from state
"last Sunday guest of his sister, the than 60 per cent
of our farms are ard of living and education of fami- funds, 438 University staff members
Mrs.
John Davidson and family.
lies living on and near such rdacts. with the rank of instructor or highlocated on all-weather roads.
er have resigned, the great majority
Mrs. Kimble is ill at her hame
"It is impossible to operate a
on
Tennessee street.
farm efficiently and profitably when
The War Assets Administration to accept better paying positions
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Evans
its entire production is wholly de- said that as of September 1 it has elsewhere. Dr. Donovan reported.
The University of Kentucky cantanied the Pierce Community enter- pendent for transportation upon sold 415 surplus chapels for use as
Club
at their lovely home on
roads over which motor-drawn ve- places of worship or shrines. An- not now hope to compete with other
Taylor
hicles cannot travel the year round, other 250, it has been anticipated, institutions and firms in their "postreet last Wednesday. Lunch
lite piracy" of faculty members,
served at the noon hour and all was if at all. Commercial routes, such may berome surplus.
had
President Donovan said. He pointas milk and milk products, poultry
an enjoyable time.
In anticipation of
hard winter, ed out that
Mrs. J. L. Grooms entertained last and eggs, fruits and vegetables, the War Assets Administration in tempted to if the University atmatch salaries of even
Friday with a better brush party coal and lumber. are not available Richmond, Va., recently sold a sur- less than $5000
by promoting the
which was shown by the agent, Mrs. to farrns so handicapped.
plus snow plow.
men under consideration to a higher
J. C. Alfred. Bingo was played.
Coca-cola and cookies were served
to the following guests: Mrs. Charlie
Oliver, Mrs. Herman Donhgan
and
Billy Joe, Mrs. Gusta Hastings and
daughter, Donna Grace, Mrs. Harvey Wess, Mrs. M. Dycus. Mrs. Ida
Craig, Mrs. Charlie Williams, Mrs.
M. E. Berry, Mrs. Louis Sensing
and rhildren, Mrs. Fred Cook, Mrs.
Billie Jones, Mrs. J. C. Alfred, Mrs.
Ruby Neisler, Don Dalton, Patsy
and Billie Grooms and the hostess.
Mrs. Willie Dalton and son Don
returned 'Tuesday of last week from
a visit to relatives in Lou-isville.
Paul Boaz. who is attending Western State Teachers college spent
the week end with his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. T. D. Boaz.

lughter,
guests
im on
Las re-sburg.

son anInd and
ra Fay,
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should
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STAFF OF OLD MEN
IS PREDICTED FOR
UK DONOVAN WARNS

Page 5

bracket, the whole rating system of
thc University would be upset.
Many well quahfied young men
who are prospective U.K. employees shy away from the University
on learning of the limitation that
would be placed on their future
earnings, he declared.
A partial list of former faculty
members whose resignations President Donovan termed a tragic loss
to the University was read to the
trustees. In some cases salaries were
doubled or tripled, and in practically every instance increases amounted to well over $1000 a year.
The Court of Appeals this month
is scheduled to review a lower (_•ourt
decree relative to limiting salaries
of 'University employees. Dr. Donovan told the Board of Trustees
that many U.K. faculty members-including at least 17 in the college
of arts and sciences alone—this
summer received offers of better
positions elsewhere and that same
of them have delayed making a decision pending the outcome of the
case.

UK Reports 34 County
Students For Fall Quarter

UK officials announced this week.
The survey revealed that 4,795
veteran students are among the Fall
quarter
enrollees. A geographical
breakdown shows that each of Kentucky's 120 counties, 40 other states
ranging from Maine to California,
the District of Columbia, 10 foreign
counties, and threeW. S. possessions
are listed as the legal residences of
one of more of U. K.'s student body.
Students from this county include:
Brantly Amberg, Harold Hinkley,
Cecil Burnette. Betty Davis, Felix
Fossum, James Green, Jennings
Kearby, Paul Laine, George Lancaster, John Locke, Mm. McAlister,
Wallace McCollum, Charles Mullins, Mm. Mullins, James Steele, Billy Valentine, Martha Wall, Glenn
Witherspoon, Athlyn Willingham,
James PoWers, Joseph Stephens, all
of Fulton.
James Fethe, Bonnie Garrigan, David Holland, Ruval Hurt, Elsie Hurt,
Patricia Lawson, Nancy
Logan,
Claire Mabry, Thomas Prather,
Charles Spead, all of Hickman.
Alfred Lowe, Cayce; Robert Nugent and Ronald Nugent, Crutch-

field.
Fulton county is represented with ! Two-thirds of 20 billion dollars'
34 students in the University of Ken- worth of war leftovers have been
tucky's current record high enroll- bought up according to a recent anment of 7,715 which includes per- nouncement by the War Assets Adsons from all parts of the world, ministration.
•:-.1.4.141411

Elf FURNITURENEW

We are the Fulton Authorized dealer for
NORGE
ELECTRIC APPLIANCES

Speech Clinic Planned
In November At U. K.

,

•

High school administrators and
teachers of speech subjerts will
convene at the University of Kentucky Nov. 14 and 15 in a speech
clinic under the sponsorship of the
University Extension department.
The clinic is designed tO give assistance to interested speech teachers of the state. many of whom are
not fully trained in speech work.

Veterans
GUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
FOR VETERANS
Q. What books and equipment
does VA supply or pay for while
a veteran is Weans education or
training under'the O. I. I3ill?
A. VA pays for all books and
equipment that the school requires
of all students in the same course.
Q. May I change the course I am
taking in school under the G. I.
Bill for school that I like better
and in which I feel there is a better
future for me?
A. Yes. You may change your
course providing you have VA's permission to do so. If the facts in
your case indicate that a change
will be to your best interest. VA
will grant authority for the change.
Q. Is out-patient treatznent available to a veteran with a non-service connected disability?
A. No.
Q. I work in the day and would
like to know if I may enroll in a
night school or take a part-time
course under the G. I. Bill?.
A. Yes.

PLATFORM ROCKERS
t

Beautiful, hard-wearing tapestry
-Rover,- closed-in arms, overstaffed
button-back and coil-spring construction for real comfort.

$39.50

Two Piece

Living Room Suites
Overstuffed Angora Mohair, with plain
backs as shown. Heavy-duty coil spring
construction; wood trim is a mahogany
or walnut finish. Matching chair and
divan.

$184.75

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
"Everlasting Punishment' is the
subject of the Lesson-Sernum which
will be read in all Christian Science
churches throughout the world on
Sunday, November 2.
The Golden Text it: "He that covereth his sins shall not prosper: but
whose confesseth and forsaketh them
shall have merry." (Prov. 28:13).
Among the citations which comprise the Lesson-Sermon iS the following from the Bible: "The way
of the wicketh is an abomination
unto the Lord; but he loveth him
that followeth after righteousness.''
(Prov. 15:9).
All are welcome to our serviaes.
USES BOYS TO PRIME
CLARK TOBACCO CROP
Using boys on Saturdays and after school, William Avelar of Clark
county primed his entire crop. He
estimated he took off 1,800 sticks,
increasing the value of his crop $200
an aere. The boys were trained by
County Agent Charles Shouse.
Shouse said that 95 per cent of
the 7,000 acres of tobacco land and
75 per cent of the 20,000 acres of
cultivated land in Clark county
would be seeded to cover crops. He
suggested sowing barley as one way
to help solve the grain shortage and
also to protect the land.
COW-AND-CALF PLAN

furs PURCHASE AREA

MODERN SOFA OPENS TO BED
It's absolutely amazing when one finds as fine
.1ed as this one at only $49.5-0! At a touch
a soiaof th4 fingtr it opens from a luxurious sofa to
a lar"Fe doale-bed. Completely spring-filled.
Tapestry or Mohair Fabrics. SPECIAL $4950

TABLE LAMPS
Pretty hand-painted China
base with a gold leaf trim.
Parchment or silk shades.
$4.95 to $10
Metal bases to $14.25

UPHOLSTERED
ROCKING CHAIRS

Non-sag spring construction,
Thirty Hioltman county farmPrs
this Fall are going ,over to the cowupholstered in good tapestry
and dijf plan of producirut beef cattle, aceording to County Agent Waror
velour on lx,:ks and seats;
ren Thompson. He predicted this
walnut-finish trim
plan would soon be used on most
Westorn Kentucky farms.
"Wh; re f irmers have followed the
$12.95 to $15.95
plan of' hi-o.ing calves ;erne in DeMaiching Chairs
Janu iry sod February, they
have beer abii, to sell 551 to 850$12.75
and $13.50
mostly
trodoned
(-Mee:
potr
.iit fat
nrd rasture, with little
on
e444***4.4.4.++++++++++++++4,...0+444.
Ihnnrson.
vain,"

Maple 2-piece living Room Suites
Corded tapestry fabric loose cushions in tan
with orange, brown and gold horizontal pin
stripes. Coil spring construction, heavily
padded. THIS IS A SPECIAL REDUCTION

COLORFUL
SHAG RUGS

cDAD
FURNITURE CO.
212 Church Street

$89.95

•

141 1,TON

:-.11.+114+%••44.111.i•0t144144k G44•61144.4.•++44.4kt+.1141+44.4414.1.04

We have these rugs in various
sizes from 24 x 48 inches up
to 4 x 6 f ... a pice variety
of pastel
rs teo harmoniie
bedr
iivIng room or
•hall group§.
$4.75 to S14.50
tKit,114.4.

Friday,

ROCK SPRINGS
Nettie L. Copeien
Mrs. Lee Amy Sons and children
went home Monday after spending
a few days with her brother, Mr.
and Mrs. John McClanahan.
Mrs. Nora Copelen and Mrs. Ella Veatch spent Monday afternoon

W. W. Jones & Sons
Funeral Home
Phone 294
129 University
MARTIN, TENN.
A Distinctive Service Well
Within Your Means

Cagle Plumbing Shop

with Mrs. Willie Ruth McClanahan.
Mrs. Lucy Turner and Mrs. Rachel
Finch and daughter spent Tudsday
with Mrs. Pressie Moore and family.
Mr. Lewis Brown is home in Detroit.
Mr. and Mrs. Hershel Elliott and
daughter spent the week end in
Woodriver. Ill., with relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey Copelen
from Mayfield spent Sunday with
Mr. and Mrs. Elmoore Copelen and
family.
Mr. and Mrs. Woody Shelton is
visiting in Akron, O., with relatives.
R. A. Brown, who has been in
Memphis hospital is home over the
week end.
Misses Narie and Gladys Moore
spent the week end in Union City
with the Rev. and Mrs. Joe Wilson.
Mrs. Pressie Moore, Misses Ina
Bellew, Marie Moore and Mr. and
Mrs. Leighman Elliott spent Sunday in Missouri with relatives.

DEEP WELL PUMPS
Roundhouse

AND PIPES

Round-Up
By Mire Clark

206 Church St.
Phone 399

Tractor Work is our specialty, we
have the repairs in stock, and
the tools and equipment to do
the job.

WILLIAMS HDW. CO.
PHONE 169
Fourth St.
Fulton, Ky.

WATCH

Well folks, here we are again
with the old "Roundhouse Roundup' with news about the folks you
know, and want to read about, and
find out about but first lets see
what our safety rule of the week
is, then we will enter int.) the old
gossip.
Our safety rule of the week is
Rule 21—"Each employee is required to keep the premises subject to his control in a clean and
orderly condition."
Now for our railroad retirement
questions and answers.
Q. If I am between 60 and 65
years of age and have less than 10
years of service, but I am permanently disabled for regular employment, will I be eligible for the
same amount of annuity as i would
receive at age 65?
A. Yes.
Q. After filing an application, is
it necessary that I quit work and
relinguish my rights to return to
service?
A. No. Filing an application just
protects any rights you may have
to an annuity.
We are glad to hear that Mrs.
W. O. Locke is getting along nicely.
We are sorry to hear that Mrs.
J. T. Travis widow of deceased
general yardmaster is ill at her
home on Eddings street.
W. M. Blackstone attended the
suggestion committee in Jackson,
Tenn., Monday.
Mrs. G. A. Thomas and Betty are
packing their suitcases to spent this
week end in Louisville visiting Mrs.
Thomas' parents.
Sympathy is extended to Mrs.

REPAIRING
EFFICIENT
PROMPT and
COURTEOUS SERVICE

Neal Looney and family in the
death of her father, retired carman,
Joe P. Cheatham, who passed away
October 21, at I. C. hospital in Paducah.
Mr. and Mrs. Freeman Bennett of
Dresden, Tenn., announce the marriage of their daughter, Miss 011ivine
Bennett, to Mr. Letcher Morris
Smith son of Mr. Dave Smith, Rt.
4 and Mrs. Rena Smith 102 Thedford street, Fulton, October 18 in
the parsonage of the Baptist church
in Dresden with the Rev. James G.
Heisner officiating.
The bride choose for her wedding
a blue gabardine suit with black accessories and a shoulder corsage of
pink rosebuds and tuberoses. The
couple only attendance were Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Howell of Fulton.
The couple are making their home
with the groom's mother at 102
Thedford street. Mr. Smith is a
carman helper with the I. C.
We are glad to hear that Mrs.
011ie Wood is getting along nicely
after undergoing an operation at

Haws Clinic.
We are glad to hear that Mrs.
M. M. Matlock is getting along nicely after being confined in I. C. hospital at Paducah.
Air Brake Foreman M. L. Matlock was in Fulton this week working with air men at the roundhouse.
Mr. Robert Brittain, machinist,
who retired October 1, 1947, was
presented with a hat, shirt, tie and
socks as a going away present
Wednesday. The gift was from the
roundhouse boys, who worked with
"Buddy" as he was better known.
Jake Huddleston spent Thursday
in Memphis on business.
Well, well, well. I hear grandma
is coming to the Thanksgiving
? will
dance. I wonder of Mr. ?
be with her? I wonder!
Gang, tonight the I. C. Service
Club will have a Halloween party
in the Y.M.B.C. room on Lake street
at 7 p. m., so lets all come out and
enjoy ourselves.
So long, see you tonight as

Beware Coughs

OfMt11161 .IGISTIIII0

R. M. KIRKLAND
JEWELER
FULTON, KY.

CHAS. W. BURROW

TI

GENERAL ELECTION TO BE HELD TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 4, 1947
Coastit utional ('onvention
Are you In favor of the culling t.f u convention for, the
nurpose of revising or amending the present constitution
of Kentucky. 111111
11111end•
111011,a. may !MVP

Illade

I.. OW Sallie?

1 I's

NCI

REPUBLICAN P
For Governor
Eldon S. Dummit
Lexington, Ky.
For Lieutenant Governor
Orville M.
Harlan, Ky.

For Secretary of State

DEMOCRATIC PARTY

SOC I 1.1.IsT P MTN-

For Governor

For Got ernor

l'arle C. Clements
111 W, A. Sandefur
Morganfield, Ky.
Robards, Ky.
For Lieutenant Governor

For Lieutenant Governor

I-ewrenee W. Wetherhy_
Anchorage, Ky.

F. II. W. Noll
- Berea, Ky .
El
For Secretary of State

For Secretary of State

E. E. Hughes
El George Glenn Hatcher.... El Mrs.
Dorothy Dickstein LI
Smithland, Ky.
Ashland, Ky.
Louisville, Ky.
For Attorney General
William Dixon
Wooton, Ky.

El
For Attorney General

For Attorney General
A. E. Funk
0
Frankfort, Ky.

from common colds

ee sa e
DIAMONDS

Approximately 92,000
machine
a ghost and next Friday in the
tools from surplus stocks are being
News.
tagged by the Army and Navy as
a "stockpile" for future use in case
EDUCATION
Education has for its object the of an emergency.
Nearly $100,000,000 in wartime
formation of character.—Herbert
goods has been declared surplus in
Spencer.
Mere knowledge is comparatively the Hawaiian Islands.
worthltss unless digested into pracPour residential lots near Charlestical wisdern and common sense as town, Ind., were recently sold to,
applied to the affairs of life.—Try- veterans by the Louisville office of
on Edwards.
War Assets Administration.
Real knowledge, in ita progress„ _
is the forerunner of liberality and
enlightened
toleration. — Lord
Brougham.
Instruction increases inborn worth
and right discipline strengthens the
REAL ESTATE and
heart. —Horace
We understand best that which PUBLIC
AUCTIONEER
begins in ourselves and by education brightens into birth.—Mary Ed- OFFICE OVER CITY NATIONMI
dy.
BANK—PHONE 81
Enlighten the people generally
and tyranny and oppressions of both
mind and body will vanish like evil Farm and City Property
spirits at the dawn of day.—ThomList or Buy With Us1
as Jefferson.

Sampke Ballot

YOUR LOCAL DEALER FOR

MAIN ST.
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That Hang On
Creomulsion relieves promptly because it goes right to the seat of the
trouble to help loosen and expel germ
laden phlegm, and aid nature to soothe
and heal raw,tender inflamed bronchial
mucous membranes. Tell your druggist
to sell you a bottle of Creomulsion with
the understanding you must like the
way it quickly allays the cough or yoll
are to have your money back.

CREOMULSION
For Coughs, atost

For Auditor of Public
Accoutds
II. E. Kinser
Brownsville., Ky.

For Treasurer
.C. A. Mains
Louisville,

For Auditor of Public
Accounts

For Auditor of Public
'
Accounts
Ilarry N. Jones
Lexington, Ky.

R. II. Sffeffer
Henderson. Ky.

For Treasurer

I=1 relwa rely.
Ky.
Louisville,

Ear_
Lemuel Vandyke
Paducah, Ky.

Ky.

Colds, Bronchitis
For Superintendent of
Public Instruction

Sample Ballot
CITY OF FULTON KENTUCKY
ELECTION TUESDAY NOVEMBER 4 1947
FOR CITY COUNCILMEN
(Vote For Six Only)

•

W. NI. (Bill) Slusher....
Pineville, Ky.

For Superintendent of
Public Instruction
Doswell B. Hodgkin
Winchester. Ky.

Mrs. Jes,
:ie Weekeq.....
Berea. Ky.

DI
For Commissioner of Agri For Commissioner of Agri For Commissioner of Agri
ailture, Labor and Statistic, culture, Labor anti Statistic, culture. Labor and Statistic,
Frank Irwin
Morganfield, Ky.

Harry F. Walters
Shelbyville, Ky.

0

Do), W. Hill

111

For Railroad Commissioner For Railroad Commissioner 'For Railroad Commissioner
Paul J. Durbin
Fulton, Ky.

LJ,

Grady Varclen
For State Senator

•
0 •
0

CI

For State Senator

For State Representative

El

For State Repreoentative

El
For State Representative

1_1

J. Mansfield Martin

11...rvey M. Pewitt
Fulton, Ky.

F-1
."
J. Ward Johnson

For State Senator
Charles C. Waggoner
Mayfield, Ky.

. B. Rekik.werth

r

I, C. N. Holland, Clerk Fulton Cotetql Codfl

hereby certily that the above is a tale,And ctiti4itt
copy of the ballot to be voted updn'inqhe csity'of
Fultott at.the General Elvtion to be held Tuesday,
: Novettber 4, 1947.

C. N. HOLLAND
Clerk Fulton County Coll

,,
111

For County Jailer

For County Jailer
Aaron M. Sanders
Dickman, Ky.

A

E

For Clerk of the Court of For Clerk of the Court ot For Clerk of the ('eurt of
Appeals
Appeals
4Ppeals

AerriS

4

Partridge
Paducah, Ky.

Pleas Jones
11.1 CharleR K O'Connell
111
Williamsburg, Ky
Louisville, Ky.

Bill Browning

Ir:t9 *

For Superintentiont of
Public Instruction

For County Jailer
El

111

El

1, C. N. Holland, Clerk Fulton County Court. do hereby certify that the above
is a true ana
correct copy of the ballot to be voted upon nt Fulton County at tile General
Election to be
held Tuesday, November 4, 1947.

C N. HOLLAND
Clerk Fulton County Court

1
Table
newlybass r,
walnut
44444
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'SAV.01L'
OIL CIRCULATORS

LTON,KY. •••

TIMELY VALUES FOR YOUR HOME

1URROW

••••"•-• ••••

,

1TE and
TIONEER
If NATIONALE
/N11 61
i Property
With Us!

THREE TO FOUR room
size! Complete with 5-gallon tank and draft regulator; can be connected with
outside tank. Has automatic control valve that is Underwriters approved.
ONLY

$69.95

BLANKETS
•
•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Slips and falls can be painful and expensive. A simple
coating of Plicote Safety Tred is the ideal protection,
Quickly and easily it makes stairs and slippery floors
non-skid. Made by one of America's large producers of
fine industrial finishes.

1

NON-SKID PARTICLES "GRIP" THE FOOT
... even when surface is wet or oily. Use this protection

.95

on all stairs and runways. and especially on moist, greasy
or sloping floors.

BRUSH IT ON•••DRIES OVERNIGHT
Easy to apply. A tough, durable surface that withstands
hard weathering and heavy traffic. SIX ATTRACTIVE
COLORS:
WHITE' LIGHT GREY LIGHT GREEN
RED
DARK GREY DARK GREEN

QT.

ilen FLOORS • STAIRS
BASEMENTS
GARAGES
SHOWER STALLS
DAIRIES
GAI- STATIONS

NON.KID • WEAR-RESISTANT

FACTORIES
BOAT DECKS

ASonor Raaio
ClearasaBell

Table model 209 (left). Six tubes, with a deep mellow
one you'd think possible only in a console. Needs no
t—
$43.95
aerial or ground; handsome walnut cabinet

Table model 208 (right) Big-set reproduction through
newly-perfected 6-tube chassis circuit that increases
bass range. No aerial or ground needed. distinctive
$42.95
walnut cabinet
•44.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••44.••••••11111•04.604 4.44+4.114•••••

SIZE 72x84 single blankets; 50 per-cent cotton, 25-percent wool; 25 per-cent rayon
$7.95
SIZE 72x84 double blankets. Made of seventy-five percent cotton and fWenty-five per-cent wool
$10.00

ELECTRIC HEATERS
ELECTROMASTER 1250-watt radiant type with a
sturdy frame and tarnish-resistant reflector
$11.95
FAN-TYPE heater, 1000 watts, with fan behind heating element for quick ci9culation. Nell built _ $12.70

Approved by UNDERWRITERS' LABORATORIES
•

SIZE 70x80 double blankets. Made of five per-cent
wool, 95 per-cent cotton
$5.00

CONE-TYPE radiant heater, 800 watts. The old reliable without streamlined design but lots of heat $5.95

SUVA FUNIatka
COMPLETE ENTERTAINMENT
is styling and

best! Here Here's comPay less for the
second to none.
"Clear
fine furniture
entertainment—thrilling
plete home
Automatic Phonoand
Radio
as a Bell" challenges comparison with the
graph that
-action Automatic
Superfinest! Latest gentle
12 records.
Changer plays up to
tunes standard
radio
Superhet
concert
sensitive'
Wave.Has 12"control;
Broadcast and Shortvariable
tone
automatic
dynamic speaker;
antenna;
built-in "Sonorascope"
-lighted giant tuning
volume control; edge luxuriously proporis
veneers,finished
dial. The console
mahogany
tioned,ofchoice of,cherished fine furniture.
tradition
compartments.
in the
record storage performance—
With two big
angle—styling or
value
From any
combination
console
here's the best Modcl
RMR-219,
market.
on the ........................
$270.00
at only
FM-AM.Only

VAIN
moDn NO.VA.1111-219
chek•
WITH FM-AM. in
MOM NO. WIRU-220
vemanst Only $2110.00.
mahogany
blond*
Models)
FM
(flailt-in di-pole antenna on

1.4.411K.InInt.+111.."•
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FULTON ELKS (LUB
INITIATES EIGHT

CONTEST TURNS IEM
OUT AT YMIK MEET

C4eneral Association Of
Baptists Have Meeting

our dress-up clothes last a long time
and still look good. Our mothers had
coached us through the years to
The General Association of Bap- take good care of our clothes and to
tisls in Kentucky meets in its 110th see that they were always neat.
Session November 11-13 at the First Week-day clothes could get mighty
Eieht new members were initiated
The biggest turnout in months Baptift church, Owensboro. Messen- dirty or even ragged, but that was
inti thc Fulton B. P. O. E. lodge at
showed up for the Fulton YMBC .ters from 2, 145 missionary Baptist to be expected. We had the excuse
the regular meeting this week at
monthly business meeting Tuesday churches make up the official body. that our work caused our clothes to
the Elks Club, Lake street.
get soiled, but we were never in
A Dutch luncheon followed the light at the Lake street headquar- The 38 church in West Kentucky any way particular to keep dirt off
ters.
Association, comprised of Carlisle,
business meeting and initiation.
Occasion for the turnout, which Hickman and Fulton counties will them. Working in a new-ground or
New mcmbers are Robert DeWitt
a tobacco patch is not exactly clean,
Fry, E. G. Babb, H. E. Crutchfield, is expected to continue through the have a number representatives.
Dr. George Ragland, pastor, Fjrst anyway. But on Sunday, things
Jr.. G. C. Overby, Luke Hannings. coming month, is a contest between
were different. We were told at
Jody Tanner. W. J. Patton and to "sides" to which members belong, Baptist church, Lexington, will pre- church that cleanliness was next to
the sides vieing for high attendance side in the opening session. Dr. R. E.
E. T. Bennett.
godliness. Somehow. that doctrine
percentage. The losing side
will Humphreys, host pastor for the asstand the cost of a dinner for the sociation, is first Vive Moderator. did not make me particularly comHome South Of Dukedom .....inner at the conclusion of the The program is to emphasize evang- fortable, for my being clean was
, elism and the attendance is expect- far from being pleasant. My big
contest.
sister had scrubbed me up before
Destroyed By Fire
This week's tally showed a tic, ed to reach an all-time record of I started to Sunday School, fairly
Fire destroyed the home of Lu- each side producing 84 per cent over 800 delegates and several hund- rubbing the hide off my neck and
I rcd visitors.
cian H. Abernathy II and Miss Delia present.
Preceding the opening of the ears and sometimes making me wash
Vincent, 7 miles southeast of DukeThe club president,
Clifford
my dirty legs again after I had givdom, at noon Saturday. The blaze Shields appointed the following General Association will be a meet- en them a hasty cleaning, getting
started by an oil stove, destroyed committee to investigate the ad- ing of the ministers on Monday off the larger particles of soil. Then,
all furnishing, clothing and other visability of the club's purchasing night, and Tuesday morning there clad in my freshly startched and
household goods. There was no in- the projector: Uel Killebrew, W. W. will be a special breakfast meeting .roned "body," with the soiler colsurance.
Jetton, Wallace Ashby, Yewell Har- fpr laymen and moderators of Dis- lar all spread out behind, and with
trict Association, with an expected
At present Miss Vincent and her rison and Austin Adkinson.
my straight knee-length pants on,
two hundred in attendance.
aged brother, J. Vincent, are with
Leroy Latta was appointed chairT walked quite sedately to Sulphur
relatives and Mr. Abernathy and man of the YMBC Cub-Scout comSprings, resisting the impluse to
young daughter, Shirley June, re- mittee. Serving with him are Or- Paul G. Boyd Elected
climb trees along the way, crawl
side with their neighbors and -re- vin Moore, Robert Goodwin, Howthrough rail fences, or- wade the
latives.
ard Strange, Garland Merryman and To Head Gas Association
dust or mud down the road. If the
brought our circuit rider, I
Sunday
Howard Armbruster. Robert Bur- The newly-organized
Tennessee
Subscribe to The News!.
row replaces M. Latta as head of Liquefied Petroleum Gas Associa- stayed on through church services,
the club's Boy Scoupt committee. tion will be directed by President becoming more and more uncomA committee was appointed to Paul G. Boyd of the Airlene Gas fortable but trying to keep my neat
suit at least presentable when I
contact the state Highway Depart- Co., Fulton.
- ot home. Semetimes the very bad
He and other officers were elect- ,
ment about routing trucks through
the city. Many of the larger trucks ed at an organizational meeting held boys, as they were called, got out
are unable to go under the via- in the Andrew Jackson Hotel, Nash- after Sunday School and waded in
the creek, but that was wicked at
duct on Lake street extended, it ville, October 20.
Other officers are W. H. Williams, our house and likely to spoil my
was pointed out, and create a traffic nuisance when they are forced Chattanooga, vice-president and J. Sunday clothes, too. I endured the
FULTON, KENTUCKY
to back up and turn around. Ernest C. McReynolds, Nashville, secretary long, long sermon and hastened
home unbuttoning on the way, so
Lowe heads this committee, and treasurer.
Named directors were W. G Pet- that I could get into some less
other members are R. F. Kelly, RobTODAY and TOMORROW
ty, Memphis, F. H. Hamilton, Jack- dress-up togs at once. Usually by
ert Grahan-i and Eph Daws.
The program committee for the son; N. T. Dockery, Athens: W. G. the time I was inside the house. I
next meeting, Nov. 11, is Malcolm Darden, Hohenwald; and William was stripped down to my underDouble Feature
wear or to nature itself and was
Bell, J. R. Stallins and Robert S.mons, Shelbyville.
ready to slide into my hickory. shirt
Goodwin.
and .my cottonnade pants. Slaves
John Sam Kee, Williard GoodDEATHS
set free may feel happier than I
win and Joseph Milton Gambill
OLIVE, Mrs. Lula, 72, October 25 did. but I would have to be shown
were. admitted as new members.
Da.el eteaaps
at her home on Carr street after a instances of such happiness to be13RuCE • CALDWELL
lic-ve them But the fun of getting
hngering
Funeral services were held te- out from the humdrum farm life
tober 26 at Good Springs Preshy, made the efforts to get ready and
plus
tcrian ,ehurch near Dukedom.'the to stay clean worth all the trouble
Rev. McCoy officiated assisted by r and chance errors they caused.
the Rev. W. R. Reid and Miss Lettic'
Clements. Burial was in the church
Announcement was made today cemetery.
1A1111
that eiglit silver meat alitters will
Survivors included a son, Carter
R•brat RYAN • Charles BICKFORD
be given as trophies to the prinei. Olive, Fulton; a daughter, Mrs. Her_
pal winners in the second annual bert Henley, Fulton; a sister, Mrs.
Vote Yes For A Constitutional Bourbon Beef Show to be held in Cress Bevers, Dresden, Tenn.: a
Convention
Louisville on December llth and grandson, Malcolm Henley, Texas: Kentucky deserves the best—in
SUN. - MON. - TUE.
12th. These trophies will be in ad- and a great granddaughter, Mary schools, courts, local governments
.
dition to the $5,000 in premium Lee Henley, Texas.
Kentucky can have the best if her
money already offered at the show.
voterp say yes to a convention to
According to the show's general
revise her state constitution. Give
Sava e Passions!
•T1DBITS
manager, Jas. R. "Buck" Rash, Jr.,
Kentucky a chance--Vote "YES" on
PULLING
OFF
SUNDAY
CLOTHS November 4th.
RkA
MALREIN
Henderson, eight Louisville firms
are donating the trophies to the
League of Women Voters of
Today as I' come into my house
HARRISON • O'HARA
show. "Not only will the Grand after attending church services,- I
Kentucky
Champion receive $1,000 but also a suddenly reminded myself of a good
silver platter from the Stock Yards riustorn that many people will not
AUTO GLASS installed. Fulton
Bank. The Champion Carload like- remember, but all of us oldsters Paint and Glass Co., 210 Church
wise receives $1,000 plus a plat- will. As I came through the front street; Phone 909
ter from the Kentu.cky Distillers' door, I began to take off my coat,
CHARIS rNTRODUCES "Four
Association. The Reserve
Grand loosen my shirt collar, and start reChampion and 2nd Prize Carload moving my Sunday-go-to-meeting New Stars"—two girdles and two
Added Fox News
combination
each receive a platter from Breed- clothes. And I saw instantly a whole
garments, one a nylon.
er's Gazette and Thc Kentucky series of Sundays
at
Sulphur Now a greater selection of garments
and
bras
Farmer,
than
sit anytime. Correspectively, as well as Springs church when we did just
WED. THUR.
S500 in cash. The three single steer Otis very thing, as a part of the setiere. Mildred White. Phone 680.
303 Park Avenue, Fulton.
classes might be called the 'hotel Sunday observance.
rings' as the three leading hotels in
You see, young readers, Sunday
VETERINARY SERVICE,- Call
Louisville, the Brown. Kentucky clothes cost a lot of money. and
and Seelbach, are donating the sil- read7 money was a very scarce arti- "ie. Owl Drug C,o. Ask for Dr.
ver platters for these three classes ..le. Conseqeuntly, we had to make Cherry.
to go with the $100 in premiums.
And the Group of Five class will
have a trophy donated by the Belnap Hardware and Mfg. Co., as well
as S250 in cash for it's winner,' Rash
said. Representatives of each of the
donor concerns will be on hand to
nresent the• engraved trophies to
the winners.
Over 1,000 fat steers and heifers
will make the competition .in this
Added'Fox News
show to be held at the Bourbon
Stoekyards. The premium money,
S5.000 is the greatest offered in any
frit stock show in the south and the
lgreegt in the nation. The Ken'ock,- Distillers' Assn. pledged this
---rreint to the Bourbon Beef Assn.
to* the ne—niums in the show.

FULTON
5071 'ifsai•

BOURBON BEEF SHOW
OFFERS BIG AWARDS

Friday, October 31, 1947

ADMINISTRATOR'S SALE
J. H. Milam Estate
Otte and one-half miles north of RuthvIlle, 6 miles southeast of Fulton.
Notice is hereby given that on Tuesday, Nov. 4th, 1947 at 10 o'clock a. m.
I will offer for sale and sell at public auction the following personal

44G-1".n

property:
I Ford Tractor, Dies, Pia vs and Cultivator
1 40 A. C. Combine
1 1937 V-8 Ford Pickup Truck
1 Missouri Mule Wagon
1 McCormick Deering Mower
1 Hay Rake
1 Cultipacker
1 Section Harrow
1 Oliver Cultivator
1 Tivo-Horse Flaw
1 Disc Harrow
1 Subsoiler
1 Gas Engine (4-horset corn crusher ....
Scalding Vat
600 Bales Jap Hay
200 Bales of Red Clover Hay _
2 Pairs Mules
•
1 Cow
.
Certain Hogs, including sows, pigs, etc. Other Small Fanning Took
Household Goods, etc. Other Items Too Numerous to Mention.
TERMS—Casit
Drinks and Sandwiches will be served on ground.

ORPHEUM
f'ULTON. KENTUCKY

Subscribe to The News!

'The Devils Playground'
Serial and Comedy
SUNDAY and MONDAY

•

•••••••

orb'
36

SUN-PROOF HOUSE PAINT

6

Down go painting costs when you use Pittsburgh's
Sun-Proof Two-Coat House Painting System.
It equals the performance of three coats of old type paint while saving
you the extra material and labor costs of a third coat. Sun-Proof is
extra durable because it's made with "Vitolized Oil" which stays in the
paint film keeps it Live, tough end elastic. War time discoveries have
been utilized to make Sun-Proof, in many respects, better than pre-war
quality.

Fuiton Paint & Glass Co.
210 Churdi St. None 903
Pittsburgh Paints—Imperial Wall Papers

COKE HIGHLIGHTS
OFFICE LUNCHES

REED BROS.

MILES

FULTON, KY.

FOR A

PHONE 620

FEEDS and SEEDS
Near Freight Depot

Go 125 miles OA
a gallon of gas.
Enjoy 5 to 33
mile-per-hour
performance
vrith a Whizzer.

Lawrence

TIERNEY
•sLAIIIII • MARIAN CARR

RIDE ONE AND
YOU'U BUY ONEI

Added Comedy and Cartoon

ONLY
$9755
PM TAX
F.O.B. PONTIAC

TUE. - WED. - THUR.

WNIZZIA

Double, Feature

BIKE MOTOR

THE NEW "CELLOPHANE-LIKE" FINISH FOR

FLOORS —WALLS — AUTOS — FURNITURE

act,

36 beautiful colors and transparent. The perfect
finish for interior or outside us*. A smooth, $2 OC
••••
hard finish that will not crock or chip or piton

We Have New and Used
MCNR3

DOwtitib
plus
ALICE FAYE - DON AMECHE
in

'Alexanders Ragtime
Band"

QUART

MOTORBIKES
C'ompletp Line of Parts

IPLE A NE retuM
empty bottles promptly

Western Mot.,
Associate Store

FIRESTONE STORE

Lake Street

Phone 142

412 Lake

efskfor it either tvay . both
trade-marks mean the sante thing.

SOTTIED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY
SY
1.1.,1.10/s1 Lours-LOLA
BOTTI....

HORNBEAK and HOLLAND
Phone 10

1

For Live Paint Protection and Beauty

-

=

Cop
lustra
ster
touris
ed to
partm
Th
Highv
histor
, main
illust
pages
111g1
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ESTATE OF J. H. MILAM, Decearted

is PO:7ERLY EALANCED for HIGH PRODUCTION

R/DE A

WILLIAM BOYD
in

Hig
Lur

HARVEY VAUGHAN, Admr.

CLASSIFIED ADS

7A,eFOXES
06HARROW

ammi
VOL1

r. O., INC.
01947.Ihe CearCels Cawley

347

HE

SECOND
SECTION

NEwr..

Highway Department
Lures Tourist With Booklet
Copies of a new, full-color, illustrated booklet designed to bolster Kentucky's already-expanding
tourist trade were being distributed today by the State Highway Department.
The booklet, "Historic Kentucky
Highways," describes scenic and
historic spots along Kentuaky's
main-traveled roads. More than 100
illu-strations are included in its 50
pages.
Highway Commissioner J. Steph• Watkins sai4 the publication

E3EAUTY SHOP BETSY
BY MRS J A. JONES

"Aay instructions with k?"
EXCLUSIVE WITH US!
REVLON'S NEW
"CINDERELLA PUMPKIN"

LA CHARM( BEAUTY SALON
no AC HINE - P4104iNELESS WAVES
CO'-0 WAVES
MAN i CURING
KENT, V>ry
F'
7,HUR.7.H ST
PHONE 34

ROBERT A. DEAN IS
ON NATIONAL BOARD

FULTON VFW SPONSORS WHEEL CHAIR AND
CRUTCH PROJECT; 'USE AVAILABLE TO ALL

The Flying Nun

Robert A. Dean of Louisville was
today re-elected to serve a three
year term on the Board of Directors
of the National Association of Independent Tire Dealers at the Annual Convention in Cleveland.
Mr. Dean is former President of
the Association and chairman of the
Executive Committee. He has long
been active in the affairs of the association and is well known throughout the State. He opened his retail
store in Louisville in 1923 and operates his present business at 717 South
Fifth Street, Louisville. When his
boys returned from active service
at the end of the war, they were
taken into the business as active,
full sharing partners. Mr. Dean is
well known in civic circles in Louisville and throughout the State. serv.
ing on many committees and boards
of civic and institutional natures.
The Convention opened today for
a three day period in Cleveland.
President Charles R. Thebaut, Jr.,
of Jacksonville, Fla., stated the aims
and purposes of the Association folstate to chambers of commerce, automobile clubs and individuals. He
added it also will go to states across the nation as "Kentucky's MI Ration to visitors.'
"The booklet was prepared by the
dcpartment's Division of Public Information as part of its program of
publicizing Kentocky's many tourist attractions," Commissioner Watk int said.
The Commissioner said since the
beginning of the year the division
has handled an average of 500 reguests Der month for information recarding tourist attractions. In addition, over 70,000 illustrated high-.any maps have been distributed
and the division has sent out sevfolders
eral thousand state park
and other descriptive material.
"As Kentuckv continues to publicize her historic and scenic spots,
she will continue to receive her
share of the increased post-war
tourist traffic," Watkins said.

Wheel chairs and crutches will
soon be available for free temporary use of Fulton county residents,
under a project being sponsored by
the Glen Dale White post, No. 542,

Pictured above is one of the
models of wheel chairs which will
be availible to the citizens of this
eounty free of ci arge under the
current community service project.

Sister M. Aquinas, 0.S.F., "The Flying Nun" of Marywood Academy,
Grand Rapids, Mich., has a student flying license herself and finds het
greatest interest in directing air age activities in schools at the various
grade and high school levels. Here she is explaining details of a gas
powered free-flight championship plcne, to be entered in Plymouth Motor
Corp's. 1st International Model Plane Contest in Detroit this month.
to Cecil Benedict, who is eligible for the junior age group in the contest.
conference as well as representatives of the rubber industry and
other suppliers to independent dealcrs.

lowing the welcome of Mayor Thom.
as A. Burke.
Carl McFarland of Washington,
D. C., spoke on the laws and their
relations to indepent tire dealers,
calling particular attention to the
recent action of the Department of
Justice against the tire manufacturers. Other noted speakers are
scheduled for the balance of tne
business sessions. Tire dealers from
all section of America attended the

TION-
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Never has the home gardener had
the opportunity to help as many
people as now: himself, his community, and the world.
Sally Simpkins Says: Saving little grains makes mighty gains in
ending hunger pains.

Veterans of Foreign Wars.
Paul Durbin, post commander,
states that these chairs and crutches
will be located in Fulton and will
be available to anyone who is in
need of such equipment temporarily.
This equipment is being paid for
by commissions derived from subscriptions to various publications.
Solicitation for these subscriptions
will be made in Fulton and surrounding area sometime in the future, and representatives will carry letters of ihtroduction to show
that they are accredited agents of
their organization. Durbin states that the plan has
been well received in other neighboring communities and that the
publications are both bona-fide and
worthwhile.
"We feel,' Durbin states that this
project is something that will be of
real benefit to the community. This
equipment will be right here for
all to use, whether old or yonng,
man or woman, veteran or non- veteran."

Two-Fifths Tennessee
Farms Now Electrified

Murray State College
Plans Union Building

About 40 percent of the farms in
Tennessee now have electric service, according to survey results announced by the Rural Electrification
Administration.
The survey, which analyses the
Nation's rural electrification progress until the end of June this year,
shows that two and a quarter.million farms, or 39 per cent of all
farms in thea•United States, were
aot electrified at that time. The report carries with it the assurance
that a minimum of $6,880,809 in
the new REA loans will be available to eleatric groups in Tennessee before June, 1948.
The rural electrification program,
ivhich has been instrumental in
raising the Nation's average of
electrified farms from one out of
every 10 in 1935, to 6 out of 10 toJay, is expected to move forward
at a record tate during coming
months, the report says.

A donation of $500 to the Metuorial Student Union fund at Murray State College has been announced by Mrs. George Hart, secretary of the alumni association_
The donation was made by Dr. Hal
Houston, Murray physician, who is
president of the alumni group.
Plans for a student union building
for Murray State were presented to
the alumni at a luncheon held on
the campus. A aampaign to raise
$40,000 toward the construction of
the building has been readied by
the executive committee of the association.
Also announced by Mrs. Hart, was
a donation by Mrs. Russell &mid!,
Eddyville, of $100.
A fund-gathering organization
will be established in each county
in this area where a sufficient number of Murray State alumni reside
and a.genera drivaja. plaguted for .
the near future.

R. R. Man Gains 30
Lbs. Taking Retonga
too

VOTE
"NO"
BECAUSE REVISION
COULD

Kentiekians, will you sit by while outside
pressure groupe take over your finances and
•
your future?
Wrecking the Constitution will put you at the mercy of
foreign theories and un-American ideas which could shatter the foundations upon which this great State was built.
They would distribute school funds on the
basis of attendance. Thus, farm children
would be handicapped — while big-city students would get a larger and unfair part of
aclsool taxes.

1 Only by your votes ean we defend
ls, oui homes and our State. On November 4th
beligtaria;ote-"NO" and vote AGAINST the dangerous
CONSTITLITIONAI2 CONVENTION!

True

I Raise your taxes and in.
I crease state, county and
city debts without limit and
without your consent.

9

Provide unlimited salaL riesfor tax-paid officials.

di

Tax farm

" PrIVertY
debts.

and

Sometimes My he4c1 felt
He Felt Like He Wasn't ting.
heavy for mY, body to carry around.
to use strong purgatives to
Long For This World, Igethad
any results, and my head would
States Mr. Shelton: But swim from constipation until I had
to be very careful in getting around.
Feels Like He Might Live I felt so weakened and worn out it
to me I was about at the
To Be A Hundred Now. seemed
end of My row.
"Retonga is the only medicine I
Discusses His Case.
I
Among the thousands of wellanown railroad men praising Retonga is Mr. Henry C. Shelton, 921
Emerald Ave., Knoxville, Tenn.
Mr. Shelton now retired, was a telegraph operator for the Southern
Ry. for many years and has hundreds of friends throughout that system.
"Five years ago I felt that I wasn't
long for this world," declares- Mr.
Shelton. "Even the lightest diet
brought on awful attacks of acid in- digestion, sour stomach and bloat-

found that gave me the relief
needed. I have gained thirty pounds
of needed weight, and I feel stronger than in years. The way I feel now
I might live to be ninety or a hundred. I shall surely keep Retonga on
hand to use when I feel below par."
Retonga is intended to relieve distress due to insufficient flow of
gastric juices in the stomach, loss
of appetite, Vitamin B-1 deficiency
and constipation. Accept no substitute. Retonga may be obtained at
the City Drug Co., Fulton.
—ADV.

home

PaY citY

IC Permit a governor to
sr appoint city, county and
state officials without your

coateut

6

Give unlimited power to
politicians,lobbyists and

pressure groups.
swea
TAE COMMITTE1 OF 1000 KENTUCKIANS

7

Permit mixed schools
and destroy our present,
traditional school system.

ASKS YOU TO

Our Present
Constitution
Prevents
All These!

But you'll find travel comfort is tops with Greyhou,
Your Super Coach rolls smoothly along on rubber tire?
as you relax in a deep-cushioned seat; adjusted as you
like it best. So go with Greyhound in comfort, and save!

Union Bus Station
Corner of 4th and Carr
Phone 44

GRIEYHOUND

9,04-

-,gg,

-T.

„
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PALESTINE

1=1. Irobletrt t
t3
i iCigt
ltdt:Y w'h Mr
Mrs. Leslie Nugent
Mr. Ed Thompson left last Friday
for Cleveland, Ohio to visit hi.,
Mrs. R. N. Pewitt and son Robert I
spent the week end with her sis- daughter, Mrs. Harris Bondurant
and family. .
ter, Mrs. A. P. Diggs and family in
of
James Browder, employee
Paris, Tenn.
Swift and Co.. has been transferred
Mrs. Bill Puckett of Clinton spent to West Point, Miss.
last week with Mrs. Robert Watts. , Mr. and Mrs. George Browder
Mr. and Mrse Rob Pillow from and family of Dayton, Ohio are

PLENTY OF TIME FOR

SPICY'A

*k
FLEISCHMANN'S Dry Yeast

is right there when you need it
Unexpected guests arriving soon? Don't fret
Fleischmann's Fast Rising Dry Yeast lets you
make your favorite dessert bread "quick-in-ahurry"! No need to keep it in the icebox, it stays
fresh in the cupboard for weeks—always ready
for "last minute" bakinkly YOU BAKE AT
HOME—make more dehcious breads, rolls,
desserts/aster—get Fleischraann's Fast Rising Dry Yeast. At your grocer's.

1(eeps in tile cupboard

War Assets To Hold
TWO HURT. MULE DIES Sale
In Cincinnati
AS AUTO HITS WAGON

, Veterans of World War II exclustively will be given an opportunity
An unlighted farm wagon was to purchase government surplus
stru.ck by an automobile on the whi.ch cost approximately $5,000,Dukedom highway, two and one- 000 at two spot bid sales to be conhalf miles from Fulton, at 6:30 Sat- ducted this week according to Harurday evening.
ry E. Ritter. Regional Director, Wai
James Vaughn, Dukedom, who Asscts Administration. The sale of
was driving his automobile toward approximately $2.000,000 in meter
Fulton, received minor cuts on the iLls and equipment will be conhead in the collision and was treat- ducted at the WAA Warehouse No.
ed at Haws Memorial Hospital. The 32, 71st and Millcreek, Carthage.
wagon was driven by a negro man Cincinnati, Wednesday, October 29.
who was knocked unconscious. One Registration starts at 8:15 a. m. and
of the negro's mules was killed.
Several vehicles stopped near the the sale begins at 9:00 a. m. Among
site of the wreck, and three of them the wide variety of items listed are
were sideswiped by a speeding office furniture, hand tools. buildwestbound auto that did not stop. ers' supplies, industrial equipment
ind supplies, motor generators, bedafter hitting them.
An. automobile owned by J. L. ding, duffle bags and wearing apMcClain, Dukedom, was knocked off parel.
"Veterans of World War II will
the highway and against a tree by
the unidentified speeder. Damage )e admitted to these sales on pre-entation
was estimated at $200.
of discharge papers or
Also hit by the westbound auto photostatic. copies," Ritter said. Acwere a pickup truck carrying sev- mrding to the terms of the sale
eral children, and a 1941 Chevrolet. mrchases must be paid for in full
The former had a fender bent and and shipping instructions furnished
the latter received about $150 dam- on day of sale.
age to the fenders and side.
Three persons were injured none
ROUTE THREE
critically. last week when a westbound auto collided with an unlightMartha Williams
ed farm wagon and an eastbound
auto on the Dukedom highway near Dear Readers:
We regret losing Mrs. Zula Foster
the site of Saturday's wreck.
as correspondent of Route 3, as she
spending a few days with his par- has done such splendid work. I deepents, Mr. and Mrs. Rupert Browd- ly appreciate the kind words she
er.
spoke of me and I hope to please
Those attending the W.S.C.S. dis- the readers. We yvish her the best
trict .meetinis from Palestine last of luck and good health.
Tuesday in Dresden, Tenn., M. E.
Mrs. Alene Lov.Ty and son, Jimchurch were Mesdames A. M. Brow- my spent Thursday night wifh Mr.
der, Bertha Nugent, Hillman Col- and Mrs. B. H. Lowry and son.
lier, Morgan Davidson, Lon Braun
Miss Ina Lou Taylor of Cuba, Ky.,
and M. B. Brown and Roy Bard.
spent the week end with Miss NaMrs. A. M. Browder is visiting omi Williams. They attended a
her sister, Mrs. Iona Alexander, chicken stew Saturday night at the
near Reeves, Tenn.
home of Mr. and Mrs. Ira Windsor
Mr. and Mrs. John Verhines and of Bell City. Ky.
daughter, Janet visited Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Oria Forester, ancl
Hoyt Griffin near Harris, Tenn., Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Buller shopSunday.
ped in Mayfield Monday. Mrs. Leslie Nugent spent the
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Jackson, Mr.
week end with Mrs. Harvey Pewitt Tom Sullivan, Tommie and Jimmy
____ and family.
Jackson. Mr. and Mrs. John Ladd.
Work is underway to black top and Shirley and Gilbert Ladd spent
I the Middle Road begun on west end. Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. B. H.
Friends of Mrs. Rupert Browder Lowry and son.
will be glad to hear she was able to -*fps. Belle McClure spent Saturgo car riding Sunday afternoon after day night with Mr. and Mrs. Heck
being confined at home for some- Bennett.
time.
Mr. Elzo Lowry and Mr. Milford
The W.S.C.S. will meet Monday Vincent finished stripping their burwith Mrs. A. M. Browder and Mrs. ley tobacco Monday night.
Roy Bard in an all day meeting.
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Cannon attendMrs. Homer Weatherspoon will give ed the baptzing at Wingo Sunday.
the lesson. A pot luck lunch v.il1
Mr. and Mrs. C10 Yates were in
!)c. served at noon.
Mayfield Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Mobley
Mr. and Mrs. R. B. Wright and
3re visiting relatives in Virginia.
sons spent aunday with Mrs. Liz4ie Foster and family.
Feed used in the production of -Mr. and Mrs.
eggs or meat that never gets to sEopped in Fulton,Milford Vincient
Saturday.
market is wasted.
Mrs. Louise Olive and children

spent Monday with Mrs. Elzo Low- ternoon she attended the funer
.
of Mrs. Bunie Yates.
Mrs. Lizzie Foster's sister al
Mrs. Willie Lou &atm and Mrs.
P. J. Brann visited Mrs. Ada Hud- brothers are visiting her.
Mrs. Suzie Bennett visited Mi
son Sunday night, who is very ill.
Mr. and Mrs. Elzo Fostev spent plocie Bennett last week.
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Elzo
Lowry.
More than 4,000 veterans
a
Mrs. Zula Foster spent Sunday tended a recent War Assets A
with Mr. and Mrs. Dan Starks. She ministration sale at which 171 su
attended Sunday school at Pilot Oak oleo vehicles wire offered. Buye
and !church at Old Bethel. That af- were determined by lot.

...Another
New Reason
for Choosing a
JOHN DBE Tractor I
You already know the advantages of-John Deere Tractor
Cultivators ... clean work ...
clear vision .. . easy handling
... complete adaptability ...
sturdy, rugged construction.
Now, add "Quik-Tatch"
speed in attaching and detaching .. . a fast, easy, oneman method ... no lifting ...
no straining and fussing . . .
and you have real daylight
saving in cultivating season
when time means money.
Just drive into the cultivator . . . attach each side
with a single nut . .. connect
the two lifting pipes . . . and
you're ready for the field.
Unhooking is just as easy.
Put the two supports in
place . . . disconnect the lifting pipes . . . remove the two
nuts ... and back away.
Quik-Tatch is just one of
many advanced features that
make the new John Deere
"A" and "B" Tractors today's
leaders in MODERN design.
Come in and let us tell you all
about them.

WILLIAMS
HDWE. CO.
FOURTH ST. PHONE 169
FULTON

JOHN DEERE 2-CYLINDER TRACTORS
.
:eaw,-soceeal.
Mete 4.(4.c‘e.mr ./11~ 4`76•Age.0e.,re: ..//4.rc 4

Call 170 For Free Ride
To Your Voting I3ooth -

For Rest and Relaxation

TELL YOUR
FRIENDS

Your bedroom can be a haven of relaxation—

VOTE DEMOCRATIC
NOVEMBER 4th.

if you select its furnshings here. Choose a complete matching suite or add a luxurious chaise
lounge for daytime napping. Every piece in our
store is an example of flawless craftsmanship —
yet priced for your budget. Stop in today.

Exchange Funliture Co.
207 CHURCH ST.

Here Are The Issues:

PHONE 35

DEMOCRAT-Sound business
Protection to all
Inviting butiine'ss to
Kentucky

airness and honesty
Straight dealing

Pure Enjoyment
For the best in taste enjoyment, let us deliver
FULTON PTJRE milk to you fresh daily. The latest
.methods and equipment known to dairy science are
used to give you full health protection and peak
nutritional value. Serve FULTON PURE milk at

MIMS

VS. Impossible promises
VS. Reactionary interests
VS. Ejecting business (drove So.
•Pacific R. R.' out; $390,000
paid on commission to do
Dummit's work.),
VS. Broken promises
VS. Two7faced platform-compare
primary platfOim to present
platform.

Honesty to schools and
teachers

What-

every meal anel enjoy a full measure of goodness
with each glass.

Fulton Pure Milk Cq.

REPUBLICAN--

VS. Deceit and denial of fair
share to schools. Gov. Willis
refused to call specihl ses•
sion,with Dummit's approval
A Promise Worth Which Isn't Fulfilled?

VOTE UNDER THE ROOS'IlEiti
1

A 'vertise-rie: : preo 'd and pai.. for by Demncrats of F 'ton County.

UllIEWMLIs.U7 tt"MOW 11.11111111111MXIIIIMMULPIIIMIIM1111111111111111.11
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moon she attended the funeral
Mrs. Bunie Yates.
Mrs. Lizzie Foster's sister and
others are visiting her.
Mrs. Suzie Bennett visited Mrs.
ocie Bennett last week.

More than 4,000 veterans at'Wed a recent War Assets Adnistration sale at which 171 sures vehicles were offered. Buyers
?re determined by lot.

...Another
New Reason
ir Choosing a
EERE Tractor!
WO°
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DUMMIT SAYS
T. V. A.IS SOCIALISTIC
KENTUCKY UTILITIES ADVERTISING PRAISED BY G. O. P. CANDIDATE;
ANOTHER DUMMIT "ABOUT FACE"
ATTACK ON T. V. A. PLEASES DUMMIT

Here's Proof of Dummit's Deceit
in Professing Love for the T.V.A.

ouritrliournalt
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CAN YOU BELIEVE!
On July 5, 1947, in his primary opening speech at Somerset, Dummit gaid:
"No responsible candidate would promise a definite sum unless he were ceetain that the money is
coming in."
He now promises specific expenditurec far in excess of State tax collectio.ns, and at the same time.
professes to oppose any new taxes.
On July 31, 1947, at Pikeville, Dummit said: "If I am elected governor, you can be assured I will•
not re-draft J. Stephen Watkins (as highway commissioner)."
On September 27, 1947, at a Republican rally in Louisville, Dummit complimented the Highway
Department for its progress and clearly implied that he would re-appoint Watkins.
On July111, 1947, he urged the Governor to call a special session of the Legislature.
Just four days later, July 15, 1947, he was among the first to shout "dictatorial" in opposition to
the call the governor was planning to make.
At Ashland, on July 29, 1947, Dummit said:
"There has been more crookedness in four years of this Republican administration than there
was in twelve years of Democratic administrations which nreceeded it."
Now, Dummit asks vou on his billboards to "keep clean government" at Frankfort.
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Mechanical Genius Comes To Aid
Of Farmers In Saving Soft Corn
rote—Installations In an types of
structures should be made so air foal
be forced through all of the corn.
Millions of bushels of high motsHEAT —Eas
DRYING
hire content corn will be harvested
this year as a result of late planting corn, with 20 to 28% moisture, has
and an unfavorable growing season, been dried without supplementary
Id wet heat Drying is satisfactory when
complicated by floods
spring, and a ho
ry Aug
Be- temperature is 50 degrees Fahrenheit
cause of this s ous situation, scores or higher, with relative humidity of
esort to mechanical 85% and lower. Blower should de.
of farmers wi
means of drying uch of their mar- liver an air volume of 5 to 10 cubic
ketable corn to mak it safe for win- feet per minute per bushel. It should
be remembered that a bushel of ear
ter storage.
/
2 cubic feet of crib
Those residing on el
Med farms corn occupies 21
paratively space. Drying not completed in the
will find corn drying a
fall can be finished in the
spring. Corn can be stored
safely
its moisture content is about 18%.
WITH HEAT — Supplementary heatshortena
drying period and permits
drying to continue in cold
weather. Locate heater
outside crib in front of
blower, so hot air will be
drawn from heater arid
forced into crib. Fire precautions: Screen air entering and leaving heater;
use metal ducts near
Double crib adapted for mechanical drying heater: install automatic
cut-off on burner to preeasy operation, particularly if they vent excessive temperatures develophave mow hay curing equipment ing if fan is stopped. Assuming oil
available. For the same motors and heat is used. 1,000 bushels of earn
fans used in curing hay can be used corn having a moisture content of
in drying corn. Both present double 30% can be dried in from 4 to 6 days
and single cribs can be adapted for.
mechanical drying. Here are some provided the blower delivers 5,400
cubic feet of air per minute and the
suggestions:
DOUBLE CRIBS—Ltne inside walls burner has a fuel consumption capaoity
of 4 gallons per hour. Longer drywith building paper for 4 feet back
of doorways. Install blower In one ing time is required if moisture caw
entrance; seal openings and cracks tent of the corn ls higher than 30%
around entrances. SINGLE CRIBS— and capacities of fan and blower lowInstall slatted duct in eerier of crib er than those given.
floor (duct can be square or an "A"
No bad effect is caused by fumes
frame made of snow fence/• Locate from oil or coke burners entering the
blower so alr Is directed into duck corn, but coal smoke might be objen.
SEALED BUILDINGS—Install • tionable.
.slatted floor 2 feet above tight floor.
If forced air ventilation equipment
Charge alr under this floor; leave is not available, it is recothmended
adequate openings at top of crib for that farmers ensile corn, sort and feed
air to escape. TEMPORARY CRIBS it early, delay harvesting to allow
—Built of snow fence in usual way. maximum drying of ear corn in des
Install duct, In way previously de- field, husk cleanly, store corn at
scribed, on ground through center of highest moisture content is the nee,
crib. Install blower In one end and seal rowest cribs and use adequate war
other opening of duct 4 feet from end. tilators.
By IRA MILLER
Farm Electrification Bureau
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AUSTIN SPRINGS
Mrs. Carey Frields

Fire destroyed the home of Miss
Delia Vincent and Lucian H. Abnernathy the past Saturday noon.
While preparing the noon meal, an
oil stove ignited the kitchen and
before help could be had the house
was soon inveloped in flames. All
furnishing were a total loss with no
insurance carried.
Mrs. Clarence Yerryman is doing
nicely since being removed to her
home from Baptist hospital where
she underwent a major operation a
few weeks ago.
Mr. and Mrs. Lee. Peery have recently pur.chased the Robert Rickman store, formerly owned by the
late Forest Gibson, this villiage.
They solicit your patronage. •
Good rains have fallen and will
greatly benefit cover crops such as
wheat, fiscue, red clover and etc.
Mrs. George Haygood is on the
sick list and under the care of Dr.
P. J. Trinca.
Mrs. Grant Bynum was in Memphis a few days ago for a complete
.check up in Baptist hospital and is
doing nicely.
Mr. and Mrs. Buton Lassiter and
sons, Eugene, David, and Leslie
spent Sunday in Hollow Rock, Tenn.
guests of relatives, Mr. and Mrs.
Roy Hammett.
Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Puckett have
moved into Dukedom taking the
apartment with Mr. and Mrs. Delmas Copeland. Mr. Sam Mathis and Miss Jane
Bynum were united in holy bonds
of matromony• the past -Friday afternoon. They left for Nashville and
other points east on a short honeymoon after which they will be at
home to friends. Many wishes ar.?
extended for a low...life of undisturbed bliss.
Mr.. and Mr$7 Doyle Frields and
Koren Gayle itient the-week end
with parents, Mr. and AIrs. Carey
Frields.
Twenty-five
surplus
Bailey
Bridges, demountable spans used by
combat engineering troops during
the war, will be uscd to replac2
bridges destroyed during recent
floods of the Ohio and Mississippi
Rivers.

VOTE FOR

EARLE C14. CLEMENTS

AVNIP THE STRAIGI7T DEHOCIATIC TICK ET
la kr 1,1r
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More grain must be saved if the
increasing demand is to be .met; anti
the best way for Tennessee farmers to save grain is through greater
reliance upon home grown feeds.
This is the advice of U-T Extension Service specialists in the face
of mounting demands for food and
feed conservation. Fortunately, it is
pointed out, Tennessee farmers men
attack their feed problems with lane
seeded crops.
Now is the time to seed wheat,
for example; and barley, oats, rye,
and rye grass still can be seeded
successfully provided seeding rade
is increased. Late seeded crews
should be fertilized adequately to
cause quick sprouting and raped
growth. Proper fertilization gives
increased plant vigor, resulting iss
less winter kill. Also properly fertilized grasses, legumes, and satadl
grains contain protein, minerais,
and vitamins sufficient to keep grain
feeding "to a minimum.
Use of such home grown feeds, •
specialists say, not only saves bad- ly needed grain, but reduces production costs. Good pastures offord the most profitable way al
producing milk on Tennessee farrrak
stocker and feeder cattle can be
grazed in winter for 120 to 150 days
with a minimum of grain and odb
er high-priced feeds. Swine and
poultry are most profitably produced when good pastures are used'
to the limit.

oaderid

WAY YO RELIEVE DISTRESS 0111-'

toidd
Doublo-Duty Nose Drops
Works Fast!

Yes, you get quick relief from graft
stuffy distress of head colds with a little Va-tro-nol in each nostril. What's
more-it actually helps prevent maw
colds from developing if used in thee
Try it! Follow directions in package-

WICKS VA120-11011.

The Home of

od Chili

FRIEND Of EDUCATION!
Your "home" Teachers College at Murray, which now has the largest enrollment in its history
was givan a $223,000 appropriation in the 1946 budget bill by the Democratic legislature which was
VETOED by 'his present Republican administration which•now tries to mislead Oh into believing that
a Republican victory would best advance the cause of education in Kentucky.

3rain Saving Effected
Best By Home Feeds

HICK9RY LOG
B A 111-11
1 17Pl
Ifff MIL AIMINNir
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...NC% ate Is AIMED, 11111111r 4

GIBRALTAR WILL
NE1 20,000 DEMO
VOTES: UNDERWOOD
Any Republican who have been
been nursing hopes of startling
election returns from the First Congressional District on November 4
are viewing the situation through
oversiV2d "rose colored glasses,''
Tam Underwood, Democratie state
campaign chairman declared today
after returning from a tour of the
"Gibraltar of Democracy."
Underwood was accompanied on
his trip through the district by
Smith Broadbent, Jr., Cadiz, one of
the leading supporters of Harry Lee
Waterfield, Clinton publishe,r in the
Democratic primary and Waterfield's eampaign organizer for the
First District.
"Mr. Dummit to the contrary
notwithstanding, Earle Clements
and the Democratic ticket will get
a majority of 20,000 or more," Underwood said.
"Democratic chairmen in every
county of the district told .me that
the claims and statements of Mr.
Dummit and other Republican leaders that discontent was yvidespread
among the Democrats of the First
District was a lot of 'bunk,' Underwood declared.
"They certainly are doing a lot
of whistling in the dark if they
are pinning their hopes on ballot
encouragement from down there,'
he continued.
"Together with firnith Broadbent,
Jr., I visited evilry county in the
district except on6—Crittenden—and
nowhere was I able to discover any
unwillingness to help. In every
county in the district we have an
organization that is
functioning
smoothly and will make every eftort to get the vote to the polls on
election day.
"The only thing I found worrying
loyal Democrats was the fact that
they might not be able to reach
some majority figure like 30.000 or
more in the district. Everywhere
Broadbent and myself went
we
were cordially and heartily received and assured of the closest
eo.
operation by the leetal party leaders.
"At the conclusion of our
twoday tour through the district the
two of us held a district eneeting for
the campaign chairmen and
their
associates at Mayfield.
"More than 100 persons attended
and in the group was not only
the
chairman from each county but the
co-chairman of every county in the
district. There were 10 Waterfield
chairmen in the group.
"A canvass of their opinions left
no doubt, either in the mind of
Mr:
Broadbent or myself that the District would turn in a rattling good
majority on election day. The rock
bottom figure based on the most
conservative estimates of those
folks put our majority for the district in the neighborhood of 20,000
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rus juices prepared especially for well as a means of dramatizing the
the baby food trade ...Movie shorts desperate need for food in Europe,
at football games to entertain the but the best way to get more food
crowds between halves—and carry >there is to grow more here. That
the sponsor's advertising message is the opinion of Joseph W. Frazer,
. . . It is already here: a new cam- chairman of Graham-Paige Motors
el a by Eastman Kodak that will Corporation. Since most large-scale
talce 11 million frames (pictures) :arming operations are already
one seetond. Will be useful in producing at peak eapacity this instudying projectiles, jet propulsion, creased production of food must
Ready-to-serve frying come from small farms, from greatate. . . .
chickens soon to be introduced by er utilization of sub-marginal lands,
a noted meat packer . . . For drug from revival of the highly successsoda fountains: a new three-way wartime victory gardens and from
drink dispenser, able to handle three more intensive utilization of all our
kinds of beverages from one con- land, the noted industrialist told a
trol lever . . . Now they have a de- press conference this week. If any
vice to sharpen the gadgets that further incentive than the present
sharpen pencils . . . Can't find the high crop prices is needed, Fraser
light in your room? Here is a said, the government might justifilamp stand treated with phosphores- ably offer awards or bonuses to
cent pigment that glows in the farmers who either increase their
dark . . . Here is another glare present yield per acre, put addiield for the .moforist that is fixed tional land under cultivation, or do
o the windshield by a suction eup both. "The American way," he said,
. . . Newest in tire chains are made "has always been to produce more
from rubber, do not rattle and do so everyone can benefit, not to do
not jolt your car . . . Electric iron without so the few can gain. It
works in the production of automoto singe chickens, other fowls.
MORE FOOD, NOT LESS--Meat- biles, clothing and virtually everyless and wheatless days are all very thing else that is manufactured;

there is no reason why the same
tried and proved principle cannot
be utilized to solve the current food
crisis."
FARM DEBT—For the first time
since shortly before the war, farm
debt shows an increase. The inetease is small (only $170
over-all). But the rise attracted the
attention of the Federal Reserve
Bank of St. Louis just because it
was the first up-tick in a long time.
So the bank took a long look at the
typical farm borrower. They found
he was .engaged in general farming, and was operating a farm of
from 70 to 140 acres. His net worth
ranged from $2,000 to $10,000. But
borrowers also include many small
operators, and a small number of
large-scale farmers, some of whom
have net worth of $100,000 and over.
Generally speaking, the farmer has
handled his recent prosperity very
wisely. His liquid assets, such as
cash, bank deposits and Government bonds, have risen from about
$5 billion in 1939 to $22 billion at
the end of 1946. Overall farm debt
has been cut from $10 billion to $8
billion.

Advertising Pays in The News—farm & home paper.

Light Wines and Gins

Myrick's Liquors
Depot Street

On Hallowe'en I'm Hale and Hearty••••
I'm On the Job at'Every Party!

VOt.C3.

"Next week Earle Clements. the
Democratic nominee for Governor is
going to spend two ddys in the district heading a motorcade through
.many of the counties. On Saturday
and Monday Senator Alben W.
Barkley will lead a motorcade of
party leaders through the district."
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Behind The Scenns In
American Business
Back lic.the late 1930's, opponents
of pump-priming and deficit financing (the measures by which the
administration was then increasing
the money supply) used to cry "This
will bring on inflation.'' The cry
was raised so often that soon the
public paid it no heed. People soon
became something like the villagers in the fable. They had heard
the boy cry "wolf' so many times
that when the wolf finally came, no
one heeded the alarm. Last week it
really began to look as though inflation had arrived with a vengeance. In all the commodity markets
prices were running away. It was
nee only the grains. Hides were up.
Lard, cottonseed oil and cocoa advemed. Eilen rubber, which had
bezlt declining in price for months,
turned. firme.•
Thus history repeats itself. There
,ine
has always been a lag between.
flationary money issue and the inevitable rise in prices. This was
true after the Revolutionary War
and the Civil War. There is only
one remedy: the painful one of
hard work to produce more goods
to offset the heavier supply of
money.
PAYROLL PAYOFF —Industrial
research, financed out of funds
available to management to develop
new products and new markets,
plays a key role in the American
economy. Besides the ereation of
new and needed goods and services
for the nation as a whole, thousands of additional jobs as well as
redoubled security for all employees is often the end-product of a
company's research activities. A
case in point is the development of
safety plate glass. Urgently needed
a safe-guard in the closed type
of automobile, commercial safety
glass represented an outlay of $7,000,000 in the Libbey-Owens-Ford
Glass Company researeh program ,
plus -several _years of profitless 'aperation of what is, today, the big
la.minating industry in Toledo. In
1930, when the first safety plate
plass went to market, there were
Srl5 men on the work with an anMial payroll of 8425,000, John D.
, Biggers, president of the company,
discloses. Toilay there are 3,4381
workers with a payroll of $11,800,- ,
000 yearly employed in the company's safety plate glass manufacturing alone.
THINGS TO COME--Canned cit-
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In Johnny's pumpkin I'm the candle,
And the witch now rides a sweeper handle.
\ 4-:,..\\\„:
•••'.
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I bake the cakes 'n' I'll cool the punch....
, the coffee for midnight lunch.
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I bring tke music for dancing feet,
For soit bright light I can't be beat.
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I work for peanut* but Pm worth a lot....
Pm Hutt handy REDDY KILOWATT!

YES INDEED—no matter what the occasion, you'll find everything is easier if you're
making every possible use of your electricity.. And when you fit Reddy Kilowatt into
your budget at the end of the month, you'll realize he does work for peanuts. Because—
despite the increased cost of everything else you buy, electricity costs less than eve/
before. Electricity is worth more than it costs.

KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY
Incorporated

X„:•

